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POLITICS IN AIR
AROUND PADUCAH

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. MAY 16 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

MITCHELL FREE
TO SELL LIQUOR

Ferguson and Landrum Have
Situation Cornered

Revocation of His License Not
Prior to.Appeal

It Is Probable Delegation From This
Comity Will Cut Figure In
Convention.

Actifig Police Judge Eugene Graves
Dismisses Warrant in Now
Famous Case.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

"HOW BEAUTIFUL EVERYTHING LOOKS IN OHIOr

COMMENCEMENT
WEEK'S PROGRAN
Names of High School Class
of '07
County Conmiemement Will Its'
Held
At Lone Oak Friday, May 21.
-The Program.

FOR RAILROAD

COMMISSIONER

ALL

IN

CIRCUIT

COURT

NOW
COUNTY

J

ALUMNI

WILL

MEET

All other political differences are
No test of the eonstitertionality of
Fair and warmer tonight and Frilaid aside now in MeCracken couaty,
Plans for commencement week
day. Highest temperature pester- the ordinance, authorizing the mayor
of
while the Democratic leaders are
the Paducah High ectool
to revoke saloon licenses on convicare fast apday, 61; lowest today, 45.
playing for delegates to the Feat
proaching
tion lu the police court, will be made
completion and six busy
railroad commissioner district condays will be put in by
by Attorneys Campbell & Campbell,
the graduates
vention at Henderson next Tneedsy.
GRAIN MARKET.
and the faculty, from June 2 to June
for W. M. Mitchell, of. 1.000 North
McCracken county will have 15
7.
Cincinnati, May 16.- Wheat,
Tenth street, because Hon. Eugene
delegates, and indications now are
94; COM, 59; oats, 40.
The program for the week is:
Graves, Democratic candidate for legthat Mac D. Ferguson. of Ballard
Sunday n
islature, and acting police judge, dis,
ng, June 2, Baccacounty, or George W. Landrum, of
laureate sefiJ., the Rev. W. T.
STREET CAR STRIKE. •
missed their client In die police court
BolLivingston county, will get the bunch.
ling.
Evansville, Ind., May us.
this morning, where he was charged
Horn. Bunk Gardner, of Maylield, is
Monday evening, freshmen
Employes of the street car comwith selling liquor without a license.
recepcutting some figure in McCracken
tion to seniors.
pany went on strike this mornInability to prove that Mayor Yeiser
county, and might stand a show in a
Tuesday eveuing, sophomore and
revoked the license, before Mitchell
ing. The only cars running are
three cornered fight; but this Isn't
had perfected his appeal from
manned by strike breakers front
-Donaheu in Cleveland Plain Cosaler, Junior reception.
the
going to be any three cornered fight,
Wednesday evening, Class day exruling of the police court on the warnashville. No disturbance is reso the tip reads.
ercises, Calls of '07.
rant, charging Mitchell with keepported. Trouble is expected toIt's Ferguson or Landrum, an.1
Thuesday evening, Commence
ing open on Sunday, decided the case
morrow when a circus exhibits
ment
Whichever itas a majority on count of
exercises.
this morning in favor of Mitchell. He
here. The men demand shorter
noses Will take them ail, the other
Friday evening, Alumni banquet
may now continue selling liquor.
hours and increased wages.
taking second Inetructions. One or
and reception to Class of
Mitchel; was charged wee violat'07.
the other will lend in Henderson with
Following are the gnaduatea ant
ing the Sunday riming law. The
MITCHELL BETTER,
15 votes toward the 193 necessary to
faculty:
Spring Valley, Ill., May 10.-John court held agreinet him on a point of
choice. It Is probable this same com"De Nihilo Nihil et."
law, he was fined, and a.ppealea his
Mitchell, president of the United
bination will be worked throughout
Annabel Acker, Henry Overby All.
case. The evidence showed that Paducah Wholesa
Mine Workers, is steadily improving
le Merchants Only Paducahan Elected by Adlai Stevenson, Senator Car- oott,
the convention, and consequently the
&isle Belle Blacknall, Clark Alabout 2 o'clock that afternoon he
indications point strongly to Mc- the past 48 hours. Those in charge filed his appeal
Who were Well Stocked, Great Council of Red Men mack and Governor Beck- len Bondurant. Frances Cole Clark.
bond, and about the
of
the
case
gay
he
will take a rest
Cracken county's choice landing the
Jessie Cloys, Robert G. Fieher,
same time, Mayor Yelser signed the
RobReap' Profit in Necessary In Big Powwow Held In ham May Attend Opening of ert
front all work until summer is over.
prize.
Mookbee Halley, Ethel Mae Haworder revoking his license.
The county convention will be callkeet, Ford litont Janes,Vera Swaim,
Commodity
Mitehell sold a glass of liquor yesLexington
Big Institution
WHEAT SHoltTAGE.
ed to order at the court house SatJohniston, India Gary Lang, Jesse
terday and was ermined. On submisSt. l'etersburg, May
16.
urday for the purpose of selecting delBell Nichols, David Yetser, Jr.
sion of the evidence the court gave
Grain reports front Russian
egates to the Henderson convention.
The faculty are: Professor E.
Mitchell the benefit of the doubt and 35 CENTS
ON THE BARREL. ORPHANS' HOME DECIDED ON. COL. GEORGE RAINS COMING.
points say the wheat situation
Hen. W. A. Berry, committee chairGeorge Payne, principal; Mies Adah
dismissed him.
is unfavorable. Present prices
man, will call the convention to orBrazelton, Miss Marian N. Noble,
are the highest quoted in Russia
der, and probably will be made (titerMies Ernestine Alms, Mies Sue E.
man. The tip Is out that he will head
'for decades past. The provinces
While the traders are elated over
Governor Beckham, former Vice- Smith, Professor C. B. 9hrievee, ProLexington, Ky., May 16-(Special)
the delegation to Henderson.
of Reesnabla, Poltava, Kers(I
the great rise tu elle price of wheat, -The great
President
couftcil of Red Men closAdlai Stevenson and Sena- fessor C. A. Norvell.
and Podolia, where wheat chiefly
In the past few weeks, probably due ed its state powwow with
County 8chools.
the election tor Carmack, of Tennessee, are the
RELIEF FUND.
is cultivated, are gravely affectto the shortage in the crop,' the house- of the following officers:
Following
is the program for the
three
stellar attracttons for the openGreat sakeepers will soon be appearing in the chem, Robert Lee Page, Louisville ing
ed.
day of the Chautauqua, if ar- county school commencement at
;
picture, but not with the broad smile great senior sagamore, Joe
Will Be Increased By Grand Division
H. Kem- rangements can be made. Senator Lone Oak, May 24:
on, their faces. They have not only per, Mt. Sterling; great junior
of 0. R. C.
BRAVE FMEMEN.
Class chorus- Red Clover,
maga- Carmack and Stevenson already are
New York, May 16.-Displaying Captain Summers Tells of the had to contend with a great Increase more, William H. McDonald, BarInvocation-Rev. W. J. Naylor.
engaged for addresses In the ChauMemphis, May 16.- The grand heroism seldom witnessed, several
in all kinds of household commodi- bourville; great prophet, D.
Salutatory and esay-Birdie AdH. Rus- tauqua, and it is hoped that they
Drowning of Miss Woodruff ties, but now, flour, the chief ingredi- sell, Loudirville; great
division of the Order of Railway Con- firemen today jumped into a fiery
chief of rec- can be bunched on the opening day cock.
ductors held its second day's busi- furnace to rescue their companions
In Letter Written Several ent in the staff of lefe, has gotten am- ords, Henry Wood Ray, Maysville, to not only give the Chautauqua a Address by class president-Romness session yesterday. The day was overcome by flames in a fire
bitious and is 'soaring toward the (re-elected for fifth
on an
term); great great send-off, but to give Paducah ney Ross.
Days
Ago
devoted largely to consideration of oil barge of the
ekiee.
Within the pest few days keeper of wampum, Herman V. Cohn,
Standard Oil comMale quartette-Ira Faith, Terthe advertising which such a trio of
flour has risen 35 cents a barrel, with Louisville, (re-elected) great
the grand officers' reports and to the pany. Three firemen
stionap, speakers would insure.
rence Williams, Acton COI, Rudolph
;
were severely
Other
atreports of vatrious committees. Sev- burned and
the indications pointing to a further H. J. Nelligan,
Louisville:
great tractions Include
others less seriously.
most of the favor- Naylor.
eral resolutions, were also made and
EXPECTED TO ARRIVE SOON. advance in the next few days, if mistinevre, Lee L. Zweidorn, Louis'Recitation-L(401a Stewart.
tea
year
last
with
several new speakcommittee'
the
proper
referred to
the price of wheat holds up. Local ville; great guard of wigwam,
s
L. H.
Recitation-Attie McMurray.
AGUINAL
DO.
ers.
Col. George W. Bain, the temwholesalers have big stocks of flour Roberts, Louisville; great guard of
for censideration. Among them was
Class artist-Oliver Page.
San Francisco, May 16.-Rrigperance lecturer, will have an hour,
on hands and have made money on forest, Val J. Bleeder, Louisville:
one by which it is proposed, to inAsRecitation--Geraldine Ragsdale
adier General Allen, organizor
Coroner Frank Raker received a the inereaee. The price of
crease the assessment for bhe relief
flour has sie-tant great chief of records, Frank and the physical exercise classes of
Duet-Mabel Kolland, Acton Cox.
until recently and chief of the
letter yesterday from Captain John not kept pace with the rise
last
year
will
be
repeated.
fund. This is now fixed at $1 per
The
roof
in wheat. L. Smith, Lesengton; member of the
Class history-Eddie Ross.
Philippine constabulary, arrived
Summers, of the towboat Henrietta, It never does, as the cereal prices are board
roar for each member of the order.
of appeals, D. A. Cross, Pa- of the new building will be put on
Class prophecy-Greenville Harrifrom Manila. Allen says there
in which he notifies the coroner of due in great measure to manipula- ducah; trustees
today and the auditorium will seat
The resolution provides that this
Widows' and OrIs little trouble in the Philipthe disappearance from the boat of tion and excitement incident to spec- phone' Home, H. C.
probably 5.00 more persons than the son.
amount shied be made $2 per year,
Yonker,
Poet Laureate-Eurie Stone.
pines now, except in Leyte and
beginning with the year 1908. AnMiss Robbie Woodruff, the steward. ulation, and every one wanting to
tent
of last year. Then it will be
Sam Marcus. Louisville; Ben
Chorue-"The Minstrel Boy "
Sandi, where hill tribes still worother resolutien, bearing' on the
Captain Summers did not say what get in on a good thing.
The Chautauqua
Rosenthal, Owensboro;
representa- weather proof.
Oration-Willie Ezell,
ry the insular government.
same subject, is also before bbe comhe thought of her disappearance, but
tives to great council of United will open June 13 in the afternoon,
Essay-Zulah
Aguinaido is living quietly on
mittee, which proposes to have the
that she was missed when the boat
States, which will be held at James- and continue for twelve days.
Oration and Valedictory-Rudolph
his ranch in the province of Cavsum of $40,000 transferred at once
was ten miles above Paducah on the
town: D. H. Russell, John H. BusebeNaylor.
from the general fund to the relief
ite.
Tennessee river. The letter
rnejer,
William
A. Crader and WILL EXAMINE COUNTY
was
fund.
Presentation of diplomas-Supt. S.
written
Charles A. Hess, Louisville; H. J.
before Captain Summers
APPLICANTS TOMORROW.
I Billington.
heard of the finding of a woman's
McFarland, La Orange; H. S. DenUSU V IITS.
Class chorus-"All Hail, Oh Me
hardt, Bowling Green.
,Mrs. Vida Woodward.
Naples, May 16.-With the volca- body, which tallied with the descripS. J. Billington, county superinCountry, Hail
At the meeting of the Great CounMrs. Vida Woodward. 21 years old, noes of Stromboli and Etna in active tion of Miss Woodruff. Coroner
tendent of public schools, with the
On Saturday evening following the
cil it was decided to build a home
wife of Ur. M. 0. Woodward, a well eruption, residents of this portion of Raker will hold the •body until the
examining board will hold the first
The
net
proceeds
of
Travel"The
commencement the County Alumni
for widows and orphans of Red Men
known merchant of Lovelaceville, Italy are becoming alarmed lest the 1owboat returns. It is expected any
examination of county teachers for
ing Man." from the three performassociation will meet at Lone Oak
in Kentucky as soon as plans can be the
died at Riverside hospital last night disturbances may extend to Mount day.
school for next year, Friday or
ances were $848. The Humane sofor a business and social evening. A
perfected.
...,e,ock, following an operation Vesuvius. Memory of the terrible
at 9
Saturday at the court house. Miss
ciety received $212 of this, the
banquet will be given and several at---pekermed Sunday. She had a severe disaster a year ago is fresh in the
May Ellis, of the city schools, and
Charity crub $213 and
Mr.
Boyle
tractive
musical numbers have been
whet minds of Italians. They live in the
fever,
typhoid
attack of
DISQUIETING 'RUMORS.
M. V. Miller, of the county schools,
Woolfolk, the author and producer,
arranged,
caused eotnplicatione, necessitating greatest dread of Vesuvius.
are members
of
the
examining
eh
k
$424. Mr. Woolfolk left last night
an operation. Her condition was confor Louisville, and goes on to New Confusion Exists as to Attention of boards. Eighteen teach rs will be
STEAMER DISTRESSED.
sidered hopeless from the outset.
School Board,
examined this time out of a total of WALBERT CAMP WILL MEET
York next month to arrange for the
New York, May 16.-Tugs
Mrs. Woodward was the daughter of
TO ARRANGE ITS PLANS.
42.
professional production of the play
have been dispatched to the asDr. and Mrs. T. M. Baker, of LoveDisquietin
g
rumors
that
all
by
old
Murray
and
Mack next year.
sistance of the Italian liner Citta
laceville, and a prominetit young woJ. T. Walbert camp, Confederate
teachers, who wish to retain their
Georgetown, Ky.. May 16--(SPeDe Napol from Naples, Genoa.
veterans, will meet next Tuesday
man of that sectiou. She had been
places in the city schools will have
otal)-0. Z. Umbaugh, of Paducah, NINTH CONSOCUTIVE DAY
The steamer sent a wireless ureanight to ascertain the number that
married fourteen months before in
make application, are going the
to
OF
METHODI
sage
ST
was
MEETING
saying:
"Shaft broken.
.
elected senior warden by the
will go to the Richmond reunion and
Howie.
the parlors of the Palmer
rounds of the schools and one teachgrand encampment, I. 0. 0. F. toTiro
thousand
immigrants
the Jamestown exposition. If a suffiThe body was taken to Lovelacevyle
er
is quoted as telling the others, a
Metropolis
,
Ill.,
May
are
aboard
day.
16.--(Spe
ship."
This
puts hJm In line for elevacient number decide to go a special
for burial. The funeral will be held
tion next year to the office of grand ctal)-The ninth day of the district member of the committee on course
car will be furnished from Paducah
this afternoon.
chief patriarch, the highest office in meeting of the Mt. Carmel district, of study is authority for the stateADETS POPULAR.
direct to Richmond_ The attendance
Berlin, May 16.- The camp of the etate lodge, and member of the Southern Illinois Conference of the ment, that the resolution adopted by
gwolers TEMPLAR MEET
Boise, Idaho, May 16.-There Is at the reunion from Paducah Is not
Methodist church, sees a continuance the board will be followed, and the
sovereign encampment.
AT LEIBANON NEXT YEAR cadets front the United States madevery reason to hope the jury to try expected to be large, but the indicaof the work. The sermon last night announcement made by another mem
emy is proving a great attraction at
tions are that many of the country
was preached by the Rev. W. H. Pool, ber of the committee, advising the President Haywood, of the Western
Maysville, Ky., May 16 -The Ken- the Colonial army and navy exhibition STOLE CORPSE'S CLOTHES
Federation of Miners, for alleged veterans and their friends will go.
het
teachers
being,
subject
"Valley of Decithat they need not apply,
which
opened
yesterday. Crown
PUT THEM ON IFIIMAYCIP.
Final preparations for the reunion
lucky Knights Templer ''ecided to
...Con." Tonight the closing sermon was unauthorised. Members of the conspiracy in the murder of former
Prince Frederick William, who witGovernor Steunenberg will be select- will be made next Tuesday night.
meet next year at Lebanen
will
be
preached
by
board
the Rev. J. W.
seen today, state that teachers
neared the drill of the Ansericane.
Louisville. May 16.-Robert Price,
Clemente, of Mt. Carmel. This morn- need not apply, but that they will be ed before court adjourns Saturday
was greatly impressed with their solcolored, wlui arrested today charged ing the Rev. Edward Bolling,
afternoon
FAMOUS CONTRALTO IS
NO assts AT MITTROPOLIS
of considered as applicants unless ihey
dierly appearance and qualities men
with stealing clothes front corpses. It Brookport, led the devotional ser- notify the board.
ON ACCOUNT Ole
BOOKED FOR FENTIVAL.
complimented
their
commander
AINTHODIST 110IRDS
is alleged he broke into the morgue viceit. A }titer service was eonductet
warmly.
MetropOlts High "school baseball
by the Rev. M C. McKewn, of GaThe engagement Is announced of
Inst night and stripped a body there
SILVER LOVING CITP IS
latia, Ill. The Woman's Home Misteam cancelled the game scheduled
Holding Their Annual Sessions at several famous soloists for the
festiMEDIATOR.
GIVEN
TO HERR NUTTER.
and donned the clothes himself.
sionary conference was conducted hr
with the Paducah High school team
Nashville.
val to be given on Friday, May 24,
New York, May 10.-PresiMimes Josephine Corbin and Mary
today. Wet grounds have interfered
among them being Mrs. Zoe Park,
dent Roosevelt probably will he
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS GO
Before his departure for Austria
Mahon.
with practice and they did not care
Nashville, Teen., May 16.-- The the great American contralto,
asked to act as mediator in the
who
TO
to
secure
HAYFIEL
more immigrants, Herr next general
D TONIOIFIT
it, go against the local lads unborn In
conference of the South- although a new corner hero is well
longshoremen's strike. The MilkRutter,
who
purchased
quarter
a
I. C. Pay Car Hire Today.
ern Methodist church wth be held at known by reputation,
the best of trim. The High school
ers believe with the chief execuand (syrups
Paducah lodge, No. 26, will go to
Today the pat car of the Illinois ateition of land in, this county, was Ashville. N. C., the committee fresh
boys are trying to arrange a game
tive interfering the battle siIl
from a triumphant toe!' vohlch
Mayfield tonight, 26 strong, to insti- Central railroad
entertaine
d
last
night
by
the Com- charged with selecting place so deis here, gladdening
here Decoration day. If a game can
soon end.
extended front the Atlantic to the
tute $ new lodge of Knights of Py- the hearts of the employee. The
re- mercial club, and the members pre- ciding today.
not be gotten with the Culley team.
Richmond
,
Pacific coast. The steamer
Kansas
Dick
thias there. They will return imme- tall store, will be open
sented to hint a handsome silver City,
toaight
gam. with the young bustnem men
Atlanta and New Orleans were Fowler will give
Mr R. 0. Wilford, of Mayfield, Is diately after the ceremonies
excursion rates
waits
and bar,
kering
sop
in
railroad
token
'ate
(matoof
their
the
apprealso
probably Will be arranged.
applicants. The conference does from all points between here
in the city today on busineali.
and
elation of his work.
not meet until 1910.
Cairo on that occasion.
1

FLOUR GOING UP
JUDGE D. A. CROSS THREE GREAT MEN
AS WELL AS WHEAT
GETS AN OFFICE FOR CHAUTAUQUA

CORONER HEARS
FROM HENRIETTA

"TRAVELING MAN"
MAKES BIG MONEY

PADUCAH MAN IS
HONORED BY 1.0.0.F.

WILL HAVE JURY
SATURDAY NIGHT

THE PADUCAH EVENIN61"SUN.

1

FRIDAY SPECIAL
Well worth
three
times price
asked

Friday
morning, commencing
at 9 o'clock

THURSDAY, MA I 10.

CONFERENCES BY
METHODIST BISHOPS
Decided on at 'Meeting Held
in Nashville
Bishop Meade's, of Kansas City, Will
Preside At Humboldt, Testa.,
November 13.

WHERE OTHERS ARE TO HOLD

Profed
by
Taste'

A

FLAVOR-that is the way the original Toasted .Corn Flakes-won its favor.
That is what has brought its great success.
That is why it can't be copicd.

The college of bishops of the M. E.
church, south, ivhich has been
in
session in Nashville, Term., adopted
its plan of visitation for the- ensuing
year. Blahop E. R. Hendrix, of Kansas city. no.. Is assigned to held the
session of the Memphis conference at
Humboldt, Tenn., on November 13. worst
First District, Bishop A. W. Wilson-Japan Mission, Kobe, September 5, 1907; Cores" Mission, Seoul,
September 19, 1907; China Mission,
Soochow, October 2, 1907; Baltimore, Roanoke, Va., March 25, 1908.
Second District, Bishop Charles B.
Galloway-Illinois, Odin, Ill., September 19, 1907; Virginia, Petersburg, Va., November 13, 1907; North
Carolina, Newborn, N. C., December
4, 1907; Florida, Tampa, Fla., De-,
cernber 12, 1907.
Third District, Bishop E. R. Hentirix--Ark ansas, Bentonville, Ark.,
November 6, 1907; Memphis, Humboldt, 'Tenn., November 13, 1907;
North Alabama, Tuscaloosa. Ala., November 27, 1907; North Mississippi,
Columbus, Mies., December 4, 1907;
Mississippi, Jackson, Miss., December 11, 1907.
Fourth District, Bishop J. S. Key-Denver, Wialsenburg, Col., August
22, 1907: Missouri, Moberly, Mo.,
August 28, 1907; Southwest Mis.ouri, Independence, Mo., September t 1,
1907;
Louis, West Plains, Met'.
September 18, 1907: Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, Okla., November 13,
1907.
Fifth District, Bishop W. A. Candler-German Mission, New Fountain, Tex., October 24, 1907; West
cized Bonaparte's recent opinion In
Texas,
Yoakum, Tex., October 30,
behalf of the Wilson Distilling com1907; Northwest Texas, Amarillo,
pany. Others spoke along the same
Tex., November 6, 1,907; North Texline. E. W. Taylor, representing B.
Sherman, Tex., November 20,
as,
H. Taylor, Jr., & Sons, of Frankfort,
SUGGESTED TO BFASTIFIERS BY
Detroit-New York, no game.
1907; Texas, Houston, Tex., Novemand other straight whisky manufacATTORNEY GENERAL.
ber 27, 1907; Cuban Mission, Cienfuturers spoke in support of the opinCleveland-Boston, rain, no game, gots Cuba, January 24, 1908.
BATTLE CREEK, MICIL
ion. Yerkes opposed labeling liquors
Sixth
District,
Bishop H. C. Morris
suggested by Attorney General Bona...Yerkes
Represents the Distillers,
R H E son-Weetern Virginia, Catlettsburg,
the investiga:.on being conducted by. testimony that they saw the
parte as blends, compounds, imitasoldiers
While Taylor Takes the
Ky.,
Septemb
er
4,
1907;
tion, etc., under the pure food law. St. Louis
Kentucky,
5 12 2
the senate committee on military af- leave the post during the shooting.
Other Side.
Mr. Taylor contended hotly that any Philadelphia
8 13 0 Frankfort, Ky., September 11, 1907;
fairs. These witnesses who had here- Jose Martinez testified that he saw
Batteries-Howell, Spencer Bile - Louisville, Columbia, Ky., September
mixture of 'whiskies or with anytofore told stories on the stand in the men shooting as they ran.
Washington, D. C., May 16.-At- thing else ought to be marked as low and Stevents; Comber:, ,Vickers, 25, 1907; Rolston, Bluefield, W. Va.,
connection with investigations made
October 9, 1907; Western North Car- FROM THIS CITY MAY ENTER by the
torney General Bonaparte today gave such. Attorney General Bonaparte Dygerit and Schreck.
People applaud the villain on the
war department and by Asr
RACES AT CAIRO.
olina, Salisbury, XC., November 13,
a hearing to whisky distillers on la- suggested a test case in court to deeletaint Attorney General Purdy, at stage for doing things they would
1907; South Carolina, Gaffney, S. C.,
beling whiskies. Ex-Internal Revenue termine the merits of the controverScores is College 0•111111.
the request of President Roosevelt. have him arrested for doing in real
November 27, 1907.
Harvard
Commissioner John W. Yerkes criti- sy.
......
were on the steed and repeated their life.
...16
Exeter
Seventh ,Ildetrict, Bishop E. E. "Egyseian
0
Hustlers"
Celebration
Hose-South Brazil,
Uruguay-one.
Offers Peirce for Fastest
13-Ttallt, July 9, 1907; Brasil, Rio Je
National braille.
Boats.
Janeiro, Brazil, August 7, 1907; TenR H Z
nessee, Springfield, Tenn., October
Philadelphia
9
8 2
2, 1907; Alabama, Enterprise, Ala.,
Chicago
4 10 0
Motor boat owners In Paducah
December 4, 1907; White River,
Batterles---Pittinger, Sparks
atid
have received an invitation to enter
Corning, Ark., December 12, 1907.
Dooin; Brown and Kling.
Eighth District, Bishop Seth Ward a race to be given during the meeting
-New
Mexico,
Alamagordo, N. of the "Egyptian Hustlers," a newly
R 11 E Mex.,
September 12, 1907; North organized body of traveling men of
Boston
9 0 Georgia, Cartersvi
lle, Ga., November southern Illinois, headquarters at
Pittsburg
1 c:I 20, 1907; Little
Rock, Malvern, Cairo. The "Hustlers" will meet in
Batteries-Flaherty and Needham;
Ikrk., November 27,1907; Louisiana, Cairo on June 24.1-22, and will arrange
Leever and Olbsi011i. "
4Reston, La., December 5, 1907; Mex- many events of interest. The
Dupont
ican Border Mission Conference, Sal- Powder company offers a
handsome
Brooklyn .....
1 till°. Mexico, Februar
y 13, 1908; cup for the winner of the boat race,
!St. Louis
4 7 2 Northwe
et Mexican Mission Confer- and It is probable
that several PaduBatteries- Ricker and
Butler; ence, Durango, Mealco, Februar
y 27, cabana will enter. Messrs. Young
ItIrown, McGlynn and Marshal:.
1908..
Taylor and Henry A. Fetter have a
Ninth District, Bishop James Atfast boat they are considering enterR FT 10 kins
-Montana. Corvallis, Mont., Sep- ing,
and It is probable that Captain
New York
4 6 4 tember 12, 1907;
East Columbia, Breckenr
Cincinnati
idge, owner of "The Tom
3 5 2 Dayton, Worth..
September 19, 1907: Boy,"
Batterie
s
will
-Ames,
enter this boat.
Wiltse
and
in
Bow- Columbia, Roseburg, Ore., October
3,
erman; Minahan and Schlet.
1907; Placific, Sacramento, Cal., OcThe illustration above shows SThe Foot-Eeaer,"
the grgatest
tober 10, 1907; Los Angeles, San Die- SOLDIERS BLAMED ON STAND.
for tired out, aching feet
American Ifragms.
spring-TV
go,
October 17, 1907; South
cushion that makes walking easy; cures.tired feet,
weak ankles,
RHE Georgia, Brunswick, Oa., Novembe Direct Testimony Coanecting Troops
r
flat foot, cramped toes and the ills to which the
(Thicago-WashIngton. wet grounds.
foot is heir,
With the Brownsville Raid.
27. 1907.
By supporting the arch of the foot, it relieves
no game.
all strain on the
muscles of the feet, soothes the nerves and makes
your shoes feel
Washing
ton,
D.
May
C.,
16.DiShe-You can always tell a Haras comfortable as your slippers.
rect
R
H
testimon
y
connecting colored
will make
•ard man.
Come in and let us show "Foot-Easer" to you. It
Yale
Is a boon to
soldiers with the shooting affray at
2
you
He (from New Haven)-Yes; but
you ever suffer from your feet.
1 Brown
.2 you
Brownsville, Tex., on the night of
can't tell him mucti.--Harper's
Thirteen innings and called on
August 13, last, was given today in
Weekly.
of darkness

9c

We
will offer you
'this lovely
Press Cut
Glass Vase
long
as they last

So the imitators failing utterly to reproduce the flavor of the genuine, have done the
next
thing-copied the name, claimed -just as good" shouted quantity. They
have done everthing in order to profit by the wonderful demand for the genuine.
Anything to make the name sound enough like that of the original to be substituted for
it, when simply “Ccft-n Flakes- was asked for.

This
is a 12 inch
Vace
and is a
beauty
Get
one sure

Friday
Special

AVOID IMITATIONS. If you want real Corn Flakes-the kind that is tender,
crisp, and tasty beyond compare-ask for and insist upon getting the

GENUINE

TOASTED
CORN FLAKES

Friday

A.

which bears the signature
of
•

Special

TEST IN COURT

BASEBALL NEWS

BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO.

MOTOR BOATS

.11•••

GUYUndertak
NAersNC
E Cs SON
and Embalmers

PAY DAY PRICES

211.213 S. Third St.

At the

Paducah, Ky.

Noah's Ark Variety Store

Never was our stook more full and complete. We can
show you new and up-to-date goods-in every department-all
bargains.

CHINA AND DINNER WARE
7-iu. Dinner plates, good serviceable quality, white. each 5C
Decorated English Porcelain dinner plates, cups and saucers,
choice of 3 colors, all under-the-glaze decorations.
Plates, per set
55c
Cups and Saucers, per set
55C
42-piece Sinner sets, German China, per set....... $4.20
SPECIAL
Nowhere is a chance to buy a nice Bavarian China dinner
set cheap. We are over stocked on our 858 patteru, as a large
shipment just came in that was ordered for fall. It is one of
our very best selling patterns at $19.80 for 100 pieces. But
to work the stock down to normal conditions,
the
price Friday and Saturday, per set, 100 pieces
$14.98
Open chambers, first quality, fancy and plain shapes 32C
Covered chambers, as above.......
.....
44C
Slop jars, bail handle. or two side handles
-89C
White and all colors, standard quality, table oilcloth.
per yard
18C
Good 4itiality Varnish stain, in mahogany, cherry and
walnut colors, per can
..... ........8c
Enamel paint in sky blue, pea green and carmine, per can..8C
Other colors, large cans
.....
10C and 1 2c
Close mesh screen wire cloth, all widths, at per foot
C
We were the originators of low prices on this line end the
lirge quantities we sell speaks well for the thrift of our customers.

Eases
The
Feet
And
Nerves

A Blessing for People Who Suffer
of Tired Feet---The "Foot-Easer"

invention

All our Val Lace, insertion and edges,
all new 1907 patterns, regular 5c and
10c values, Friday and Saturday, per yard

3c

conceived. it is a

it

count

DF.TECTIVE WORK.
17
Just as an intelligent detective sets
0 himself to discover the identity of
the perpetrator of a crime that seems
Princeton
12 mysterious, so the medical man goes
to work to discover the origin of.the
Trinity
1
troubles of his patients. He knows
that In most cases some of the organs
Not re Dam.s
of the body are not performing their
Oberlin College
0 functions properly, and knowing that
In a large percentage of cases the action of the bowele Is at fault, he
13-YEAR-OLD HOY TN
early Inquires whether his patient is
01R'EN NINETY YEARS eonstipated.
If so. the physician
knows that If a cure is to be effected,
84.,Lottis. May 16.--- On the plea the constipation must be not only
relieved, but permanently remedied
of guilty to the charge of
the second degree, John Stave, aged and that In order to accomplish this
15, was today sentenced to 99 yeara certain muscles must be given new
strength and elasticity. For this
penitentiary. Stapp was charg- purpose successful medical
men pin
ed with having stabbed to death Mrs. their faith to a preparation of S* oz.
()tithe Krems.
Fluid Extract of Senna, le oz. Rochelle Salta, 1 • oz. Aro-Sagrada. 30
•
grains Bicarbonate of Soda, its
or..
She--They've been married
for water and 114 roe Glycerine.Of
nearly two months, and she'll not
a ills the patient is e'en a tspoonAlt jealous of her husband
fl
bedtime and before each meal
.
the treatment being
Hi.--No wonder; their fiat Is
until
Mune isn't even room for sus- there Is free movemeel, of the bowels.
This simple preacrIptiOn
picion.-Brboklyn Eagle.
4
•
A
Cornell
Lehigh

in ins

*man,

Price .1112-CK) et Pair
Children's;*Lao

ac-

murder in

Extra Special

No more
Tired
Feet
Weak
Ankles

et:moaned
soi
can no put
up jr, any good druggist.

Ask the Man
Who has Lis work done
at the
Faultless Pressing Club
if his clothes are not
clean and well pressed
when delivered to him
in our
Covered Wagon
Join Our Club Now,$1.00
per month.
Ladeis Suit And Waist
Cleaned and Pressed.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
S. E. 11418010Ell, Prop.
Roth Finilec Iron.

COCHRAN.SHOE CO.
405
Broadway.

Ease Elegance Economy
Thest three attributes of a good bicYcle can be found in
the
Reading, Racycle and Laclede Bicycles. TERMS 1AA8Y.
Sold and guaranteed by

S. E. MITCHELL
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
New Phone 481-a
Old Phone 743

•
•
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ffillt PADI7CATi MiNINO
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DEEP WATERWAYS
STILL ON TABLE

JO
,

Anen the

4`

/I

hdaren

bleneral Assembly of Illinois
Adjourns Until Oetolwr .

//1

or.

I• 1
schmite BM Provides For Payment
To State For Use of Rivers
For Power,

PIANOS AND ORGANS

p
•

stNITARY PROBLEM UNSOLVED

• ••
lb••

School

40 •
•

4

•
•

Thirty-Two Different Makes to Select From.

Lowest Prices--

--Easiest Payments

Expert tuning and repair work solicited.

Pianosfor Rent
Our stock of piano players and self playing
pianos is unsurpassed.

1

FRED P. WATSON 6 BRO.
Victor H. Thomas, Mgr.

Phone 53-r

Wahl's Old Stand

311 Broadway

4

3,1

You remember the hunger you had
•--Home cooking counts for much
in the child's health; do not imperil
it with alum food by the use of poor _baking powder.
Have a delicious, pure, homerrnade muffin, cake or biscuit ready swim they
come in. To be sure of the purity, you must use

ROYALPAYS

Speaker Shartleff left for Chicago
hut will return to Springfield Saturday to finish his work. Many members of both houses also left for their
homes during the evening.
It was hoped that state control of
all possible water power development
in the Desplaines and Illinois rivers
would result from the new style extra session of the general assembly.
This state control is provided for
in a bill etch was introduced in
the senate by Setrator Schmitt last
Widay, but whiter failed to iass,

•

Royal makes a difference in your home—a difference in your health-a difference in your cooking.

ROYAL is absolutely Pure.

SOCIAL DEMOCRATS
•

Seats out of a total of 516 were filled house. They retained their niajority
The social democrats attained
the In Vienna, securing 20 out of the
greatest success, winnieg a total of total of 23 seats for the
city. The
45 seats
ciaLsietnecats g
agh.t.'
in Bohemia the national Czechs in Vienna.
were decimated, and the same fate
attended the national parties in the
TRIALS POSTPONED.
other German provinces.
One member of the present cabi- Men Accused of Plant Bed Scraping
Will Have Hearing Wednesday.
net, Herr von Marehet, the minister
of public instructiou, who is a GerPrinceton, Ky., May 16.—The exman, lost his seat, while two other
ministers, Dr. von Derschatta, min- amining trials of Steve Short and
ister of railways, a German, and two Ned Pettit. tenant non associatioa
Czech ministers. Dr. Forscht and Dr. planters, charged with scraping the
Paeak, will 'have to right for their plant beds of J. E. Hollowell were
seats in the reballoting. The leader postponed until next Wednesday in
of the Bismarckian permitns, Herr County Judge Grayiock's court on
Schoenerer, a6o lost his seat.
motion of the commonwealth.
The Christian socialists have gained a considerable number of seats.
It is a good deal easier to preach
but by no means as many as they ex- things heroic and divine than it Is
pected. It is believed that they will to practice things ordinarily human
have 70 representatives in the new and decent.--Chicago Tribune.

MAKE BIG GAINS IN AUSTRIAN
The Schmitt bill was part of the
LOWER HOUSE.
deep water way power plant projett
may tiever have another opportunconcerning which Governor Deneen
ity"
sent the special message to the leg"What is that?" asked the presiislature lest Saturday. Neither the Result of Extended Suffrage StUi in
dent
Doubt But majority Is
resolution for the legislative recess.
"I had two grandfathers at Kings
Indicated,
nor the governor's message was suffimountain, one of whom was woundciently broad to include all matters
ed," cried Hughes. "My own grandrelating to the deep water way.
Washingtou, D. C., atay 16.--Col. direction of the president's head:
father commanded old Jackson's
The Schmitt bill requires any per"You wouldn't dismiss a messenArch M. Hughes, of Columbia, Tenn.,
Vienna, May 16.—The outcome of
bodyguard at Talladega and the son developing horse
power under
a soldier and a politician of the Old ger'frotn the white house without a Horseshoe. I don't
the
elections held today throughout
come
from
the
the provisions of the act to pay the
hearing, yet you dismiss me without
school, one of the 306 who voted. for
stock that will submit to this kind state $1 per year for every theoreti- Austria for members of the
lower
one on the ex parte statement of a
of treatment without a fight."
Grant at Chicago in 1480, went to
cal horse power capable of being de- house of parliament under the exman who is interested in getting my
"Good; very good," said the pres- veloped by the fall and volume of tended suffrage is
the white house and read the riot place."
still in doubt, but
ident.
water.
the indications are that the -new
act to President Roosevelt as few
"You shall haVe a bearing," reCol. Hughes then went Cown to see
house will have a majority composmen have ever dared to read it. He
plied the president, smoothly. "I
Assistant Postmaster General HitchDon't get into the habit of going ed of clericals, agrarians, and Poles.
read Waist) to Assistant Postmaster. will
introduce you to the postmaster
cock, who has been down south re- around with your bristles up.
Three hundred and ninety-nine
General Hitchcock, and when he start general
if you will waft."
ceutly, bringing that section into life
ed back to the south he left two pairs
Presently Postmaster Generay Mey
for Mr. Roosevelt.
of tingling ears behind him.
er came In and President Roosevelt
Wow! What He'll Do to Hitchcock! 8111111111111111111111.1111011111111.1.11.11.=.11111M11111,
Col. Hughes is postmaster ate Co- said:
"I want to say one word to you
lumbia.
"This is Col. Hughes, posamaster Mr. Hitchcock," said Hughes. "You
It was about his removal that Col. of Columbia, Tenn. I wish you to
think you know
something about
Hughes went to the white house with give him a hearing."
mantle., I was voting for Grant at
his fighting clothes. President RooeeVows He'll Make Hard Fight.
Chicago when you were in short
volt received him in the presence of
Mr. Meyer said he
would, and dresses, yet you think you can teach
4
,
several other callers, but that did not Hughes started to go The
president me something about politics in Tenabash Col. Hughes. He stated his turned to leave the room.
All-wool Ingrain Art Squares; best quality, good bright patterns:
•
neesee. I'm going bock there to be
case without any attempt at concilia"One
minute. Mr. President," elected delegate to the national conRemember, all-wool 3x334 at
$7.75
tion and wound up witb this, empha- cried Col Hughes. "There
is One vention, and as soon as I' melected
Remember, all wool 3x3 at
$6.75
sized with a fist. that waved in the thing more I want to say to
you: I I'm coming hack here to shake my
Remember, all wool 23ix3 at
linger in your face and ask you to
For Friday and Saturday.
take a eew kindergarten lessons before you go into the south again."
"You remove me because I have
Here is a chance to get that small rug you want at a big saving:
been absent. with permission," shoutExtra quality Smyrna 36-in. at
ed the old cavalryman to Hitchcock
Extra quality Smyrna 30-in. et
$ 1.98
as a parting salute, "yet you have
Jute
quality Smyrna 30-in at
been absent the Lord knows how
.98
long down south on political nesMons.
Warratted washable and fast color; pretty patterns, good grade,. sizes 27x56, speeial
Col, Hughes Unfaithful.
A memorandum bearing on the re$149
moval of Postmaster A. M. Hughes.
Door Mats
at Columbia Tenn., and the appointMen's White and Colored, neeigee Shirts, separate or attached
Good heavy quality, plain or speckeled, three sizes at
ment of John W. Jackson, the melee
49C. 59C and 98C
cuffs, regular price $1.25, Bargain Store price
75c
ant postmaster, in his place, was
Men's Shirts in attached laundered cuffs, neat figures, regular
Rug Special
made public at the white house to
5tac and 65c values, Bargain store price each
3,9c
rug
Here
is
s
lots
people
day. It says:
of
want
and
it's hard to find: a 6x9 Brussels, extra quality, pi.q t I 14,
and around
Gents' fine leather belts, Soudan calf, edIors black, tan and
"To briefly sum up the situation
signs, special
$8.49
brown, 7e value, Bargain Store price
I found that Col. Hughes enterersie
district
look*
s
this
White Quilts
tionably had made false statements
Men's caps, neat styles and colors, former prices 50c, 75c
to the department and that he has
It has been a long time since we have given you a special in Quilts,so here are a few
and $1.(I0, Bargain Store price, choice
3.5c and 54)c
been utterly unfaithful to his dut‘es
forward to Friday, Imperial White Quilts. the $1,25 kind, Friday
98C
We have quite a nice line of Ladles' and Men's Umbrellas to
as postmister. I am thoroughly 'conExtra heavy grade of fringed Quilts C. C. or plain $2.00 ones at
$1.69
chew out at ridiculously low.priees to give you the benefit of owvinced that the best interests of the
Exceptional quality of heavy satin Quilts—some slightly soiled—worth $3.50 and $3.75, Friday
for she luiows it
'
s
n Ise buying,
government demand
removal
his
at
from office. It is entirely manifest
$2.75
•1111
Melee silk umbrellas taffeta never with selvage edge, hot n "r1
or
to me that ('ol. Hughes regards his
the day of special
Matting Special
selected hard Wood handles with silver trimmings, steel
Position of postmaster as a shorten,
rod, paragon frame, 26 or It inches: formerly sold for $2
I lot of heavy Jap cotton worp, inlaid Matting, shade red, worth 30e yard, Friday at
pure and simple, a species of pension
I 8C
choice of entire lot for
bargains at the "big
•
1 lot of extra heavy Jap Matting, pretty patterns, in blue, green and red, special price
i;
and a reward of past alleged political
25c
Lanes' umbrellas in red, groan. blue and black taffeta silk,
activity. Ile appears to have the imHosiery Special
with attractive handles designs In colors to match cover,
pression that work should not be re"
busy store.
former prices $2.50 to $4.50, Bargain Store price $1.19 HI:.
One lot of good grade, drop stitch, black hose for ladies, regular 25c kind (one style)
quired of him. Further I found that
at 19e. 1
the people of Columbia, the patrons
for
Especially Oood Values in Linen Suits
50c
of the office, do not want Col. Hughes
Ladee' Linen Suits regular price $5.40, Bargain Store price
,
Station
people,
Well,
ery
good
Special
as postmaster.
$3.19
Ladies' Green Linen Suite, regular price $5.00% Bargain store price
1 lot, four kinds of half linen paper, and envelopes tonieteli, in a pretty, neat box. per box .25C
83.19
There is a great difference between
opposit
right
e are a
Hand Bags and Purses
Ladies' White India Litton Bolts regular price .6.,09, Bargain
having questionable habits and heStore price
lm; questioned abent them.
lint of hand bags, all leather, !Path .r strap handles (black only) The value, Friday at...
$3.7:.
49C
few, but there are
Ladles' Bite Satiate Silas $5 value. Bargain Store price
Another lot in colors as well as black, pretty designs, $1,50 grade, Friday at.
$3.50
98C
Linen Coat Suite $5 value, Bargain Store price
The new "pony" bag in three shades of brown and tan. Also black, $2 00 kind, Aridly n11
$3!54)
leather, Friday at
lots more at
Ladies' White Shirt Waists, $3 value, Bargain Store price,. Mee
1.49
Ladles' KrabroIdere(1 Shirt West., price $2.4)0, Bargain Store
For V eatitifyIng your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
price
Alta
will call and le e you. Phone
lot of genuine Ileatherbloom Underskirt*, pretty designs, well made, 13 50 grade, Friday
Schmaum Brow, for the larget.t
only
and moat °graphite ,stock of
flowers and plank in the city.
Suits
Fre• delivery to any
part of the oily.
Summer lisle thread Union Suits, good grade, well made, 75c value,
Friday
11V
er 77iniait

Co!. Arch Hughes Braved Roosevelt
in White House And Spoke His Mind

4
'

They usually mutt
aornething from
the pantry

Springfield, Ill., May 16.—The
general assembly adjourned this
morning until October 15, without
taking any action ion the peoposed
extension of the ditainar canal. It
has been found imposs" to reconcile the aifferenee between the people representing Joliet and the sanitary dieter.% through trustees, as to
the amount and life of compensation
to be paid for taking power privileges et that point, and action therefore is to be deferred
until fall,
when it is confidently expected that
the drainage trustees will be empowered to 'continue their work, as
another step in the direction of deep
waterway.

We show the largest stock of new, slightly used
and secondhand instruments that is handled in
this section of the country.

come home
from

WHEN
FRIDAY
ROLLS
AROUND

PAYDAY SPECIALS
At

The Bargain Store

HERE THEY ARE
In the Carpet Department

Smyrna Rugs

Bath Room Mats

Every woman in Paducah

FLOWERS

1

1,

MTV *iv irrlEs

I The Bargain Store ,
314 Broadway

SCHMAUS BROS.
noth Phone" fil42.

MIL

61
0

jl
THE RIO BUSY STORE

Underskirt Bargain.
Union

Amoski‘g gingham aprons, well made, :19(' value. Friday at _
And many other thInem,
mime along Friday

at

29C

•

25c

!AMR •tielL

E'HE PATMCAII EVENING SUN

Ube Cabucab $un.

THURSDAY, MAY 16.

itharter so as to provide for a fewer
ALL WORN OUT.
office holders. Of course, many of the
present offices have been added by
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
This is the titne of year for the
'all emu out" feeling. Youhear it
ordinance, under authority
IT TIM SUN PUBLISNINO
everywhere.
•
charter, as municipal deveio
INCORPORATED
- "I'm all worn
and public improvements have 'deIV M. FISHER. President
out" Did you
manded, such as sewer inspector,
a. I. PAXTON, General Manager.
ever stop
to
marketnraster. etc., but there is a
think what it
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
means? Well,
Entered at the postotfice at Paducah. multiplicity of teiWictanu in all cities,
Makes Tearful Statement and
it means just
and a curb planed on the tendency of
Ky. as second class matter.
"my
liver
this:
politicians to find a way to care for
THE DAILY SUN
Tells Experience
The minute the weather has a
is dull and not
By Carrier, per week
10 each other at the public crib would
working
propSpringli
By mail, per month. In advance.. 26 reduce the burden on the
ke appearance, just that
taxpayers
my
er 1 y,
By mail, per year. In advance
60 and rent payers,
time when it
at
a
stomach
minute
tak
is
Men
begin to think of Soft
Says He Started in Politics With
THE WEEKLY SUN
•
log too much
for year, by mall, postage paid..I1.00 will be comparatively easy to do so.
High ideals but Ruccsunbed to
Negligee
Shirts,
which
food
it
For instance, there Ls no reason unAddress THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
Machine.
isn't digesting
Our Neligees come from the
der the skiee why Paducah should
Office, 115 South Third.
Phone 158
MR. JOHN BURGER. droperly. I'm
have a city attorney and a city sobest
makers we know—best both in
all clogged up
Payne & Young. Chicago 4Lnd New licitor,
too. The duties of the former from being in-doors with so little
torn. representatives.
cutting
and buishing.
official consist in prosecuting petty fresh air all whiter long, and
my BUT SAYS HE lei INNOCENT.
THE HUN can be found at the follow- offenders before
We order—months ahead of
a magistrate, or con- body is full of impurities. In conseing places:
ducting the preliminary examination quence I'm dull all the time." That
most dealers, and no have confined
R. D. Clements & CO.
is what 'all worn out' really means.
of
criminals, who if held to the Take a tablespoonful
Culin
Bros.
Van
of Cooper's
to us exclusively.
San Francisco, Cal., May 16.—Abgrand jury, pass from his hands New Discovery three times a day for
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
forthwith. One attorney could be two weeks and the 'all worn out' raham Rae!, nervous and pallid, in
Judge Dunne's court, pleaded guilty
both legal adviser and criminal pros- feeling will certainly leave.
THE VERY CREAM OF TUE
Mr. Burger was "all worn out" to the crime of extortion, a felony
ecutor for the city. There are a numonce
SEA>ON'S SKIRTINGS
for which he was to have been tried
\
ber of other places that could be con"For some weeks I suffered from
solidated, even at cost of a trifle in- an affection of the stomach that by a jury already selected. In pleadcreases in salary to the official who seemed to wear me out completely. ing guilty he made an impressive adTHURSDAY, MAY 16.
My system was run down, my bowels dress to the judge, stating that he
Cheviots, Madras, Cambric,
takes on additionad duties.
constipated, 1 had dull headaches had commenc
ed his career in politics
Percales
, etc., in solid colors, plaids
and although I was not sick enough
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
We trust that some one will as- to go to bed I did not have ambition with high ideals for himself and the
and
stripes;
cuffs attached or deApril, 1907.
sume the responsibility of commu- to stir around. I read of Cooper's city, but that conditions had broken
ApriII 1...3895
April 16...3910 nicating
tached.
New
Discovery
and
began
him
using
down and that he now desired
it. I
with Mr. John Patton, of
April 2...3900
am glad to say that two bottles put only an opportun
April 17...39.06 Chattanooga,
ity to make reparaand
ascertaining,
on
me
my
feet
and
relieved
every
April 3...3897
April 18...3908 whether the Fairbank
s' itinerary will symptom of my trouble. It is one of tion and restore his character before
50c, $1.00, $1.50 up to $3.00
April 4...3r 3
April 19...3906 bring the party to the
mouth' of the the best system troubles I have ever the world.
April 6... 93
April 21 e). • .3935 Tennessee river neat
Ruef and his attorneys, who had
month, and heard of." John Burger, 1119 HopApril 6... 92
April 22...3987 that some public demonstration com- kins St., Cincinnati, 0.
been In consultation, entered the
We sell the famous Cooper remeApril 8...3900
April 23...3896 mensurate with the dignity of the
court room. Henry Ach led the way,
Only Clothing Store That Carries the
dies.
April 9...3941
April 24...4097 vice-president of the United States
Attorneys Desert One by One.
W. B. McPherson, Druggist.
'UNION STORE CARD'
April NS ..3991
April 25...4116 will be held in his honor when the
Ach was first to speak. He said
April 11...3944)
April 26...4119 party arrives. It does not seem right PASTORS SCORE "THE
there
had
been
disagree
a
ment beBATH."
April 12...3965
April 27...4125 that the affair should be In the name
tween himself and his client and that
April 13...4012
April 29...4155 of the Commercial club. It should be Pittsburg Ministers
he would be forced to withdraw from
Think It a
'April 15...3910
April 30...4132 in the name of Paducah, but It is
the case. fRuef expressed himself
grace On Exhibition.
Total
103,2,37 with such organizations as the Comagreeable to this. Ach thereupon left
Average for April, 1906
4018 mercial club that the initiative rests
Pittsburg, Pa., May 16.— The the court room and Samuel ShortAverage for April, 1907
3971 in rams of this kind. Paducah must Presbyterian
ministers of Pittsburg ridge arose. He also said that he
QOM/ERs
do herself proud, if she has the opcould no longer represent Ruef as his
have "resolved" that Gaston
La
portunity
,
and
give the waterways
47
'Touche's painting,
"The Beth", attorney, and with Ruef's consent he
Personally appeared before me, Improvement a boast. There is no betwhich was awarded first prize at the would withdraw. Ruef sconsented
ter
way,
than
by
showing
these pubthis May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genannual international art exhibition of and Shortridge left. Frank Murphy
eral manager of The Sun, who af- lic officials that we appreciate their the Carnegie
institute, won't do. They rose and made a similar statement,
interest
rivers.
our
in
Erma that the above statement of
are indignant e_y_hr_ the theluglasstliet Its_declar_24, however,_OW whiten'e
—iiriiiriticin—of 'fie Sun for the
such a picture is allowed to be placed case had reached a point where he
"The fee was a modest one," said on exhibitio
censured. Nevertheless,
month of April. 19.07, is true to the
Is Her Husband No. 7 or NO. fl?
n anywhere, either in could no longer,continue as attorney be justly
husbands before accepting him. In
the Rev. J. L. Clark, who united Wilbest of his knowledge and belief.
public or private. The ministers all for the defendant, he would never- owing to assaults of press I have been
Waterloo, Ia., May 16.—William his answer resisting
the Issuance of
liam
Ellis Corey anal Mabelle GillPETER PURYEAR,
scored the picture at their meeting theless remain in the courtroom to placed in a wing light and been burHenry Sharp has appealed in the diss. 'a divorce decree he submits a list of
man', and we began to surmise that today,
dened
with a bad name.
Notary Public.
The Rev. John M. Nealey de- give him the benefit of , what advice
trict court to ascertain whether he is 'questions designed to bring out in
Sacrificed Ideals for Power.
My .commission expires January the sum was less than a thousand clared:
and counsel he could.
full his wife's martial record.
dollars.
But
when
he
adds:
"I
beHe
"It is true that in order to hold William VII. or William VIII. He
22, 1908.
"It is a shame and a disgrace that
Ruef, arose trembling under great
also wants to know
lieve this Is a true love match, and
'hether the
together the political machine which alleges that his wife who Is
such a picture a. 'The Bath' should emotional strain.
suing former husbands have died
He spoke with
I think it gallant of Mr. Corey to alor been
I had built up with great difficulty, I
be allowed' to be placed on exhibition great difficulty
Daily Thought.
him for divorce, had six or seven divorced. Mrs.
. By this time the
low his wife to get a divorce withSharp is 35,
did
ether
lower
public
In
private
or
the
in
high
the
city
political
ideal I
"The doctrine of immorality has out
court room was crowded and most of
contesting it," we suspect that
of Pittsburg."
become a fixed principle of faith."
the spectators were standing. Ruef had hitherto upheld. Last night I
modesty is only a relative term, and
Other ministers seemed to agree
first acknowledged the work done by reached the conclusion that there
a thousand dollars would blush un- with
the opinion of the Rev. Dr.
JUSTICE TO TEACHERS.
his various attorneys, thanking them might still be an opportunity to make
der the circumstances.
:Seeley.
some effort to restore myself in pubIt is only a short While before the
for their friendship, counsel and guid
lic favor and be a power for good. I
school board meets to elect teachers.
anoe. Then he continued:
There is nothing remarkable in the
will do all that lies in my power to(
its sanitary equipment. You should
This hoard Warted its career, by the
Public Utility Rill.
be
Unable to Hear Awful Strain.
Ohio situation. The usual fight for
help overthrow the system which has
declaration that there would be no
Albany, N. Y., May 16.--The pubexceedingly careful to have
the organisation, in a state where
"This trial has become a threatencommittee selections and that
made possible the terrible corruption
lic utilities bill, which creates a state
all politician
the bathroom as thoroughly modern
ing danger to my health, both mental
s are born, not made, is
as it
elections would take place in open
eommiesion to supervise and regulate
of public officials. To do this I will
taking place a long time ahead of
and physical. I am unable to hear
its possible to make it.
hoard meeting. it then chose the subranportation. lighting
work
even as the humblest citizen.
and
other
the election. That is all. But there is
oorporations operating in New York the strain any longer. The strain on My future career will be one of
perintendent and principals through
We can solve the plumbing question
infor
a good side to R. Kentucky Republithose
nearest
and dearest to me is
committees, and the only time that a
city, passed the assembly today by a
tegrity. I hope I can still accomplish
you by having our skilled plumbers
cans will be unanimously Inclined to
install
undermin
ing
them.
They
are
on
the
committee selection was not ratified.
unanimous vote. The bill, which was
some good.
"Stataadiaa' Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
keep hands off the presidential situwas in the rase of Principal Ragsorged by Governor Hughes, will now verge of collapse. Their lives hang
Fixtures.
Nut
A `,Stesdiwd" Modern BathGuilty,
ation at the forthcoming state conYet
Pleads
Guilty.
in the balance and I must take some
dale, when the board smashed the
go to the senate.
room will add a wealth of health
"I
vention. We don't care much what
am
making
the
greatest
seeri
to your.
action."
committee i?..ate to pieces and
re- Ohio does
lice that could befall a human being
home and will increase its selling
after their—
value as
buked the conspiracy
Ruef, who evidently was laboring
against him.
YOU DON'T HA VE TO WAIT
of any disposition--namely, to acwell. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Now, it Is underetood, a committee
Every dose makes you leelbetter Lax-Fos under great emotion, after pausing a
knowledge my faults and mistakes to
That New Yark merchant who de- keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
of three will recommend teachers to
moment, continued:
restore myself in public favor. Duty
the board, just as always has been posited $25 with three magistrates money-beck plan everywnere. Price 50 cents.
"I have occuplea prominent posi- calls me,
to
promote
wherever the path may lead
matrimony, had better
done, though this practice of former
Advertisers who have mete4ages for tions In this city. I hope to remain but I want the whole world to know
boards was deplored by a member of keep his address secret, lest one of
here, and this will be the place of I am
not guilty of the charge made
this very committee, and it will al- time iris, "1411 poor that the $25 to people of average, normal taste and
, should understand that such my eternal sleep. Heretofore I have against me in this instance. Neverways be done thus, except that this help her get married would be a God- want'
borne an honored name in my pro- theless,
on account of reasons stated.
year the superintendent's and the send," might hunt him up and shoot people, in this city, read a home
fessional life. There is no stain up- I withdraw
my plea not guilty, and
principals' recommendations will be him. Philanthropy now breathlessly newspaper.
on my honor and until the present enter the
plea of guilty."
ignored and the committee will have awaits the endowment of an imIt is necessary to water live stock, board of supervisors was elected
As Ruef resumed his seat he was
Tull sway to wreak vengeance or re- mense alimony fund by a Pittsburg
millionai
re.
but
not to water corporation stock. there was no act of mine that could trembling like a leaf, his face
ward favorites without regard
to
the
merit. The resulting situation already
color of parchment. Tears coursed
The John Smith, whose sensational
ARE YOU IFLALP SICK?
Is apparent, and
down his cheeks. A crowd gathered
anxious teachers,
who heretofore have rested on the disclosures are editing spite to the
about him but a baliff brushed them
A Great Number of People Are, At
certainty that work would count and Margie murder trial. Is not the one
away. Roof sat alone save for the
This Season of the Year.
the report of tire principal and su- who figured as the first gentleman of
protection of the bailiff and the elitsor
perintendent would be pendent to Virginia and gave great impetus to
His attorneys were all gone—forced
'Weather conditions not alone afretain for them their poeitions, are the Jamestown exposition.
away by his decision to tell all and
fect business they affect the health
hurrying around seeing trustees in
throw himself upon the mercy of tile
r
of the average person. Take a long
Pt was to be expected that fellows
their own behalf, and then revisiting
siege of inclement weather like we court.
them, because of rumors of wIrepull- who ride in the.nigbt and burn other
are having and you find a host of
people's property
would shoot a
log thwt comes to their ears.
We take pleasure in announcing that our magWe
Call for a Republican County Conhalf sick People.
,
have only one word of advice in the woman.,
nificen
t line of White Mountain R.efrigerat-vention.
Spring days are the days of half
matter: if a teacher has done well
Pursuant
to
Instructi
ons
sick
from
ors
people—p
After
is now on display And your most critical inspecthe
eople just sick enough
all this fuss and ferment, the
In her work, whether teaching a
to have little interest in anything state central committee, and complyHarriman
grade, a department or se snpersl- fact is made clear that
tion
is
invited. We want you to compare them, too,
but, not 111 enough to go to bed. ing with the action of the McCracken
sloe tthe retool hoard othonld re-elect owns only onesthend the United
county
with
committe
any
other refrigerators made, for we have so
e,
the Republieans of
Such a condition calls for attention
her or Palm. if application is made for States.
McCracken county are hereby called
lmmedipt
ely,
or
serious
results may
often seen comparison turned into enthusiastic apanother year. it Is the duty of the
follotv.! The- liver, stomach, bowels, to meet at the county coma, house in
Imhof)] trustees to rid the schools of WOMEN SLUG A SCHOOL MA'AM.
proval that we have faith in the result. Just examin
kidney or blood may not be perform- Paducah. Ky., on Saturday, June 15,
e
incompetent
and
insubordinate
1907
at
1:30
p.
m.
its
standard
ing
spotless white solid stone lining, its glistening
time, for
their function property, just a
teachers without fear or favor: hut Giri Accueed of Immodesty Waylaid
Eve's week The New Store
the
purpose
of selecting delegates to
trifle 111 disorder, and once corrected
and Beaten.
it is even more she duty to reward
shows some new arrival in
steel wire shelves, see how open, sanitary and easy
the state convention
to be held In
you are yourself again.
Chardon. 0., May 16.— Miss Pearl
the faithful, no matter who makes
neckwear, and you can always
to
clean it is, note its perfect construction and beauty
Louisvill
e,
Ky., on Wednesday, June
Osteopathy goes right to the seat
application for their places. It is easy Gray, the North Chardon sohool
ftncl jugt the newest things
19,
1907.
Of
teacher
any
recently
outline
of
disorders of this nature, and
.
pronerated by the
for a trustee to inform an applicant,
out here.
It was also ordered lir the Mccures them.
Chat the Incumbent Is satisfactory nehool board on charges of adjusting
This week we Show new creThere
is nothing so complicated about its venOsteopathy is the one natural Cracken county committett that at
and that it would be unjust to dis- bet garters before her pupils, WA/4
ations In pongee silks in chamthe
county
tilation
that
conventi
you have to read a big book to find out
on
on June 15,
treatment In all conditions of stomcharge thim; toaster than to Inform a waylaid on her way to school today
pagne •ad corn colors in
1907. a candidate be nominated for
and
ach,
beateu
liver,
by
two
women,
bowel,
who
kidney,
slapabout it; we can explain it all in five minute
skin and
faithfill teacher, that although
pretty conceits of bias plaids
his
s;
to represent Mcblood disorders. Without the use of representative,
'work has been satisfactory, 'there is a ped, shook and kicked her, while two
and "swipes. They come In four
won't you give us the opportunity?
Cracken
county in the Kentucky leg.
men
any
sat
on
medicine
fence
a
s
and
with
cheered.
proper
diet,
prior claim on the trustee's friendin hand's and batwings.
It is vastly superior and much cheaper than
with the ldry hot air treatment, where Islature.
ehip and be muse give it no. There
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
Priced 50c.
indicated the osteopathic treatment
Cotten Mill Men's lacrease.
ran he no claim prior in right to that
,otherx "white" boxes, as low as $9 to as high as $60.
is an awned and permanent core.
Boston. May 1M.—According to adof a faithfel testifier.
We are alai showing some
Slate, white enamel or galvanized lining.
s-free from the leading cotton
I should like to talk to you at any
An'TER MANY l'ICARA,
mill
Mindsets'" tbings in the padloved
time
you
centers
many
about
of southern New
years ago.
the treatment for yourEngland.
While owners of roving kine will
dle. end bow
Hee, the new
self, or pny member of your family,
For you I swore that I would die,
anti approval rat the ruling in pnliee fully ft5.0.00() operatives will have
wide bowel for the wide apace
and the best testimonials I can of- Though, if you ask rue, I don't know
A WONDERFUL ICE SAVER
court
of
Artitg
Judge
Eugene their wages advanced about 10 per
turn over miters now WO Popfer you °Ville treatment are the cornPrecisely why!
Graves, Dernocrat.e candidate for the rent beginning Monday, May 27
ular 'They romp fn solid coiDON'T YOU WANT TO SEE IT?
mendafiqns of Paducah people whom
legislature, people, who possess !in- The latest upward movement In mill
fing, in grayte bitten, browns
you know Well, who have taken the I think I have your portrait--yes!
terned lawns, will tremble with ap- wages originated In Fail River, where
and hellos.
It's here, or Maybe lea there—
treatment.
a ne'w agreeMent recently announced
prehension.
Especidily is Osteopathy a rational Though on my,life I'd never guess
provides for a higher schedule May
Exactly where!
treatment of ailments peculiar to
ONE NEEDED REFORM.
27
About :00.4)00 hands are em--IA Touch Hancock in Lippenoott's
children
While ether reform.. are tieing ployed by Fdll River mills. Nearly
Phone Inc at 1407, or eall at my
considered by thie tommiarion. rep- 25t1041 operative* in New Bedford
office, upstaire 616 Pireadway. and
resenting the xecond class cities of will also receive a 10 per cent ad"Tell me, Fanny, how ,n ii, Ii. writild
I shall be pleased to
W.•
nit with you give to have blond
Kentucky, the members could show vance, announcement of
hair like
whieh was
422 Broadway.
'Ott
Both Phones 176
ntipiee" 41 do not know. How, much
r good taith by ameudin1 the made yeeterday..
9-01111meer161111a441"11111hasell
DR. G. B. FROA
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Lynchburg, Va will arrive Saturday
to visit the family of the R. W. E.,
•
Cave.
Judge "Bunk" Gardner, of Hayfield, is in the city today in the inOgliw•••••40.
terest of his candidacy for railroad
Chorus of School Children Assured. commissioner.
circuit court.
Miss Sophia Baker left yesterday
It is now secured that the school
One judgment was -entered in circhildren of Paducah will take part in afternoon for Metropolis to visit Mr. cuit court' this morning, no court bethe choruses of the mining Musical S. H. Johnson and family.
ing held
this afternoon. Moses
Dr. A. S. Dabney has returned Hines was
Festival on May 24. The Woman's
granted an absolute diclub has secured the consent of the from a visit in Cadiz.
vorce from Emma Hines.
board of education that the schooie
Mr. C. C. Grasshant will leave toBertha Diggs utad Ladd Diggs for
be dismissed at noon on that day, day for Evansville on business
divorce in circuit court today. She
which will allow the children to be
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Smith left yes- alleges cruel
treatment and abandonpresent. As this large chorus of chil- terday for California. They
will ment,
dren will be made quite a feature of visit Denver, Salt Lake City, San
the occasion
by
Mr. Innes, the Francisco, Los Angeles, and return
Court of Appeals.
advantage of being under his direc- by way of Portland. The trip will
Lewis, trustee, vs. Louisville
&
tion is too great an opportunity for last two months.
Nashville, Jefferson; Killen vs. Citithe children, to be neglected.
Mrs, R. L. Edmonds and little zen's Life
Insurance company; Fodaughter will leave today for their garty vs.
Smith;
Elkhorn Land and
(Int> Dance.
home in Denver after a visit of two Improvement
company vs. Childers,
The Carpe Diem club will enter- months to her
father, Capt. Mike Pike; American
Gild
vs. Wyatt.
tain with a dance this evening at the Williams,
of the ways. Mr. Edmodds Graves; appellant's
petitions for reRed Mena hall on North
Fourth arrived
this week to go back with hearing
overruled.
street. A large number of invitations
his fanallaa
•
have been issued for the occasion,
Mr. and' Mrs. Ed Woods, of PaduIn
Police
Court.
which
prornisee
most
to
be
a
pleasant
KY., DAK. AND OHIO BARRED
cah, are visiting Mrs. Woods' mother,
...... war
Jot
Disorderly
ConductHerbert
one.
Mrs. M. S. Cashon.-Mayfield Mona Griggs, Lucas
Hiagars, $5 and costs
Eccentric Farmer Hunting For state
to s
each; Robert
Harris, $5, Fred
Dance For Friday Evening.
With Rest Laws On Marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Potter and child Clark and Mamie White, May 17.
The younger society crowd will
of 2004 Guthrie avenue, returned to••••
Insulting language- Ben Boyd,
Columbus, 0., May 16.-- John have a dance on Friday eventing at
dismissed.
the Eagles' hall, Broadway and Sixth day from a vista to Sharon, Tenn.
ecceotra
Bryan.
the
60-year-old
mil-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
Mr. J. B. Thompson, of Lone Oak,
Broach of ordinance- Nelson
lionabre farmer, author and manu- street. It wee planned for the lava
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
returned today after a business trip Vaughn, $5.
facturer of Yellow Springs, near Xe- park dance of the season, but the
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopatn, 400%
through Mississippi.
Petit larceny- Will Cornell, juvnia, Ohio, * here today exanainina cool weather has brought it to town.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Miss Ella Christian, of Bandana, enile court.
This is the first dance for some
•
the
the
books
Library
State
of
Law
_nee easaatious at 50c per doeen
for a marriage law in'some state that months as the "Flower Oarnival" and is the guest of Miss Iola Konetzka,
at Brunson*, 529 Broadway.
CANT ROLL CIGARETTE,
suits him and when he finds It he "Traveling Mao" rehearsals have 931 Jefferson street.
-Elrnus Carter, the newly elected
OFFICERS ARREST GIRL
Mr. Frank McClain, of Mayfield,
says he will journey to that state and kept the young folk otherwise empatrolman, has been assigned to the
Is in the city today.
wed pretty Miss Frederica Murphy, a ployed.
Fourth street and Broadway crossSL Louis, May 16.- Because Miss
Miss Grace Baker, of Dixon, is visCincinnati girl, who is 20 years of
ing.
iting Dr. Cosby, Twenty-third and Minnie Block, aged 21, with red hair
Card Party For Visitor.
age, and whom he educated.
-You know your calling cards
andhlue eyes, cannot roll a cigarette
Mrs. Harry McElwee and Mrs. Jos- Trimble streets.
"It* the state that has the beat
are correct when they corns from the
eph
entertaining
Gardner
this
afare
Mrs.
L. P.'Holland, of 1332 Broad- like a man, he now is in the city
statutes en this subject," he said.
Bun office. Script cards and plate,
"that ;vial get us, and I assure you ternoon with a pad party at the way, went to Kuttawa today, where jail. alias Block, clad in male at$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at
that it will be neither Kentucky, home of Mrs. Gardner, 333 South she was called by the serious illness tire, was arrested today on a down$3.00.
town thoroughfare with Ed Forrest,
Fifth street, 'in compliment to Miss of her father.
Ohio nor Dakota.
-Carbon paper that gives entire
with whom she had "hotroei" her
Incorporated.
"The marriage contract provides Winifred Way of Mt. Vernon, ill., the
Mrs. Ed Hesse, of Louisville, who
satisfaction, and every sheet guaranthat my wife shall not go on the 'house guest of Mrs. McElwee. It is a has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sol way from Mead, Kan., her home, to
teed is the Webster Muli Copy Carstage nor write any novels until af- pretty and formal function to which a Dreyfuss, 328 North Eighth street, St. Louis, and with whom the intendbon, handled only by R. D Clements
ed to travel to Weehington in the way
tersae years of married life. We only large number-of invitations were is- returned home todaY.
FOR RENT-Seven room flat. Sec* Co. Phone 436.
in which she reached this city.
- slavatue-s- inallion and will give away the sued.
Dr. and Mrs. B, P. Tyler, of Haond floor Thompson apartment house
-7-twelve candidates were fratiatMiss
Mead,
wearing
Forrest's
big
remainder of my estate, $3,000,000."
densvilleareturned today. While In
417 Washington. Old phone 213-0.
ed into the order of The Eastern
shoes to more effectually disguise her
"Old Fashion School Exhibition." the city
they were the guests of Mr.
Star last evening at The Fraternity "BIG STICK"
FOR HARNESS that will be a
sex; wandered about the streets toThe ladies of the Kentucky AveAFTER PINCHOT,
and Mrs. H. C. Willing, 2107 Broadbuilding. The irattatian was followcredit to the horse, owner and makday for several hours until finally
ROOSEVELT IS HIS PAL. nue Presbyterian dhuroh have ar- way.
ed by ‘an elaborate lunch..
detectives saw het attempting to
er. Call on the Paducah
Harness
ranged an unique entertainment for
Mr. Paul Dysart returned today make
EAT at N'hitehead's restaurant.
ll•
to th e
-City subscribersD
a cigarette of materials handand Saddle Co., 204 Kentucky aveWashington, D C , May 16.-This thia eventing hi the lecture room of
after a business trip through Missis- ed her by Forrest. and,
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- nue.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
deciding she
tree new story about the "big stick." the church. It will be an "Old Fasb•1111-111
sippi.
papers stopped must notify our colcles,
326-328 South Third street.
was
not
a
boy,
despite
her
attire,
It Ts the practice of many depart- ion School Exhibition" and the proLEFT °Yam- We have a few
Mr. Sol Dreyfuss, 328 North placed her under arrest.
lectors or make their requests direct
TELEPHCat-203 for nice bundled spring wagons and buggies that we
ments and bureau heads in Washing- gram ie an elaborate and attractive
Eighth street, left today for New
to The Sun office. No attention will
Forrest said he was on his way to kindling. Johnston-Denker
Coal CO. must get out of our way, and to de
ton to subscribe to clipping bureaus. one. Some of the best talent in gbe
York.
Before
returning
he
be paid to such orders when given
will
Washington
visit
to claim hie pension for
Among them is Clifford Pinchot, city will take part, amonk them beLuckey's
PATRONIZE
bar- so, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
W.
M.
Boston and the Jamestown exposi- wounds received in the battle of
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
chief forester of the department of ing: Misses Jennie Gilson, Ruth asreber shop, Fifth and Jackson
tion.
-Manila.
-Miss Lorraine Lyon, of EddyHe
gays
he
was
awarded a
mem*, Letha Puryeae, Ethel OreMadison. Phone 401.
agriculture. He wants clippings reMr. W. A. Roberts returned today Dewey medal and spent 24 months in
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
vale, was operated on for throat
meens, Dow Gilson, Dixie Eubanks,
lating to forestry, and has been puzWANTED-For L', S. Army; Ablethe
trouble by Dr. FL M.
Elsie Blackwall, Marshall Jones, Will at noon after a visit to friends in the naval tospital. His right leg is 437 F. Levin.
zled
of
late
by
the
receipt
.of
many
unmarried men between ages
bodied
specialist, aseisted -by Dr. J. G. Trastiff.
RING 366; either phone,
for
Watson, B. L. McNeil, Mesdames Mayfield and Memphis.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
vis, of Eddyville, at the home of bearing on politics. On inquiry he James Koger, John Slaughter, E. P.
Miss Block said she met Forrest in "Cleans All" Furniture Polish.
Mrs. Charles Schultz has returned
States, of good character and tem' Mrs. R. Rowland, 411 North
Sev- discovered that it was the practice of Gilson, R. L. Palmer, J. R. Henry, from Henderson, where she attended Caldwell, Kan. "He asked me if I
TELEPHONE 655 for
hickory, perate habits, who can speak, real
enth street. She is a daughter of the the bureau of which he is a client to Prank Adams, Carl Faust, F. E. the funeral of her flatter, Mr. H. H. would beat my way to Washington
wood.
and write English. For information
with him and I told him I would,"
late General Fl. B. Lyod, and her send him every "clip" in which the Lack, Mr. Will Brazelten, W. T. Reid, Katterjohn.
CLOTHES c.leaneo, pressed, re- apply to recruiting officer, New Rich"big
stick" occurred, it being
mother accompanied her to Paducah. words
Mr. Vaughan
Dabney-, who has she said. "I bought this suit at EmMarshall Jones and Master Fred
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
-We give you better carriage and the bureau's theory that anything Lack.
been visiting his parents, Dr. and poria. Kara, and put it on and went
ANYONE desiring stock pastured.
better service for the money, than with "stick" or "big stick" in it
Mrs. A. S. Dabney, 503 North Fifth to Kansas City and rode the 'blind
CLAIM MARKET PLACE IN SUIT.
Is given by any transfer company in should go to the forestry service
street. returned this morntag. to baggage' here. We were put off a Ring old phone 178 ring I
Silver Wedding Anniversary.
America. Fine carriages for special chief.
Mr. an-3 Mrs. W. j. Hills, of North Memphis. He is with a government train at !Leases City, but caught the . WANTED- Good fresh mulch
Heirs Begin Action Against city of
occasions on short notice, also elecow. Ring 619, new phone.
Ninth street, have issued invitations carps of civil engineers engaled in next one."
St. Louis for Fifth Interest.
Miss Block said she married George
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
work
on
levees
between
the
evening,
'30,
May
Therreday
todayfor
Memphis
nice
bundliallIndget
YOt•
CAN
STATE RESTS IN HARGIS
St. Louis, May 16.---Samuel T.
--In the case against Rupert Purin
Kansas
Mead
abhat
three
years
and
New Orleans.
ling at Johnston Denker Coal Co.
CASE-RECESS ORDERED from 9:30 to 11 o'clock. in celebraHauser, Jr., and others of Helena.
chase, charged with assault and bat
Mrs. 0. A. Tate has gone to St. ago, but that he deserted her after Telephone 2a13.
tion of the 251th anniversary of their
Mont.. and Marie and Otis Allen, of
•
seven
months,
and
she
secured
a
ditery, he pleaded guilty yesterday afLouis
to
visit.
wedding.
FOR RENT-tetra floor over Los Angeles county, California, tiled
Lexington, May 16.- The state
ternoon in Magistrate Emery's court
Mrs. L. S. Jackson, of Beaumont, vorce one Year ago.
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 49 suit In the federal circuit court here
rested today in
the ease against
and was fined $20 and costs.
Texas, is visiting her brother, F. D.
Thanks the Performers.
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Poet 0111e0.
James 'Hargis, 'Charged with conspirtoday for one-fifth of te block of
--If you halm'? time to go home
The committees from the Charity Rhea, South Eleventh street.
REPORTOF COLLISION.
acy in the assassination of Jtames
FOR RrNT - Rooms for light'ground on which the Union market
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent
club and Hemane society who were
Engineer David Kennedy, of the
Cockrell, at Jackeon, attorneys for
In charge of "The Traveling Man", Illinois Central, is suffering from an Is Received By Rear Admiral Evans, housekeeping. Apply to 313 Madi- stands. and the court's subpoena was
dinner. Polite service.
the defense asked for adjournment
son. Old phone 2950.
served on Mayor Wells. The plainCommanding Atlantic Fleet.
iesire to thank those who so gener- attack of tonsillar.
-The Illinois Central le laying
until afternoon on account of the illtiffs claim Mrs Bernard G. Farrar.
ously gave of their time and talents
Norfolk, Va., May 16.-Rear AdW. E. Kelly returned from Nashtracks on First* street from BroadGASOLINE
LAUNCH
hire
to
for
ness of Hargis, what was gra.ated.
in making the three performances so ville and assumed the duties of sub- Weal Evans, commending the
At- small parties. Licensed operator. New who wild the ground to the city In
way to Wasaington street, the storm
1866 for $245,410() teeeded her lelantic fleet today received a report phone 344; old phone 2840.
successful in every detail.
water sewers having been laid. The
stitute mall carrier today.
Poisoned Milk Causes Six Deaths.
At the third performance on Tuespaving of the street will begin imMr. and Mrs. J. T. Overstreet. of from Lieutenant Bulmer, of the batFOR fine sample shoes at half gal rights in the transaction because
Memphis
Tenn.
May 16. --Six day evening at the Wallace park themediately atter the laying of the
Newark, Ohio, have returned home tleship Kearsarge. detailing a colli- price call at Ben Klein's, 107 Broad- she possessed title only during her
people are, dead In Macon county. ater, six carloads of people were
life time.'The bill also avers that the
tracks.
after visiting Mr. Baker Overstreet,of sion Monday night between Colonel way.
R. N. Tlsompson's houseboat Ever
statute of limitation has expired in
-Plaice your orders ror wedding Tenn., as the result of drinking milk turned back, unable to get seats.
Jackson street
ONE four-eyed' gas stove and four
The. Sun is from a cow which is supposed to have
the case of all other heirs except
Invitations at home.
Mrs. P. N. Horn has returned from glades and the warship's float In the
fans for sale. Apply to 112 1,4 Kenpoisoned
been
milkweed.
by
eating
Roads'
-Hampton
water
assortment
carnival In
as
showing as great an
Mrs. Farrar's daughter, who is the
Mr. George Holliday, pharmacist Maxon Nails, after a pleasant visit
which J. T. Beard, hospital appren- tucky avenue.
you will fins any-where at prices John Love, aged 7a, and Harry Moss, at John Oehlschlaeger's drug store, to Mr. Anderson Miller.
wife of ex-Governor Hauser, of Mon.
MAGNOLIA Grove is making ar tana
muca lower than you will have to ager 15, died today. John Moss. at Sixth street and Broadway, has
The children of MT. and Mrs. C. tice, loot his life.
rangements for a big ball May 17 at
father of Harry Moss. and Noel, Fan- resigned to go on the road.
pay elsewhere.
S. Creation are recovering from meaW. 0. W. hall.
-The Rea. S. B. Moore, pastor of nie and Addle Love, children of John
Louisville Wants Convention.
Messrs. John T. Donovan, John J. sles and whooping cough.
Episcopal Council Opens,
the First Christian church, address- Love, died last week.
WANTED-- To rent 3 or 4 room
Dorian and George Weikel have mLouisville,- Ky., May 16.-- At a
Loulaville, May 16.- The sevened the...lawns of the High school this
aimed from Louieville, where they HIGH OFFICERS(W DARK
meeting of the Commercial club house. Address E., care Sun, stating ty-ninth annual council of the Promorning at 'opening exercise. This
River Excursion
attended a meeting of the Knights of
TOBACCO ASSOCIATION. great impetus was given. to the move- number of rooms and rent asked.
testant Epieropal church of the state
On steamer Louisiana Friday nigit Columbus.
was Dr. Moore's first appearance and
Ment to have the Dernocratis national
WANTED-3 or 4 girls to solicit. of Kentucky, was formally opened at
Mies Lectie Dewberry, of HenderHigh officers of the Dark Tobacco convention next year in Louisville. No experience necessary. Apply at 9:30 o'clock yesterday at the Church
at 7:31, returning at 10:80, Mc for
he made, a favorable impression.
--Weaning Invitations, announce- round trip. Splendid music, danc- son, Tenn. is valtiag :Mrs S D. Growers' association are in the ctty Thomas T. Taggart. of Indianapolis, 906 North Seventh street. •
of the Advent, Baxter avenue and
ments and every character of en- ing free. No intoxicants or gambling Rhea and Mrs. T E. Besenburg, 703 today looking after the interests of bid., and Prey Woodson. of OwensIRVIN POLK has best and cheap- Cherokee road.
the association. Polk
graved work is given careful, per- allowed on boat. Right reserved to South Thirteenth street.
Prince, of boro, chairman and secretary respee- ea. pasture
Immediately after the opening of
In the county. For parMr. Saunders M. Almond. of Guthrie, and J. W. Dunn. of Cedar lively of the Democratic national
sonal attention at the Sun job office. deny admission to any one.
the counriil this mornin.g Holy Comticulars ring 911 ring 1.
-Various merchants have about
tnunion was celebrated After these
Hill, members of the advisory com- committee, were among the guests of
WANTED-First class lumber inservices Bishop Woodcock delivered
f00 suits flied garnishees in Magismittee of three, which is managing the association.
spector. None but good man neea apNO
his annual addres.a, which showed
the affairs of the association. In the
trate C. W. Emery's court against
ply. Harris & Cole Bros., Metropothe confirmatione this year exceed
the Illinois Central railroad to garnabsence of the president in Europe:
Pierce Appeals His Case.
lis, IR
last year by 101. The celebration of
ishee salaries of employes.
C. C. Reynolds, Elkton. general inSt. fouls, May
H. Clay
LOST-Gold button, either on the three hundredth anniversary
----The Jelly club will give a dance
of
spector: W. E. Fraser, Guthrie, gen- Pierce, millionaire chairman of the
Jones or South Sixth between Ten- the church in a suitable manner was
pavillion Friday,
eral salesman. and J. T Myles. of board of directors of the Waltersat Wallace park
nessee and Jones. Return to this steamed. Only one of the clergy of the
May 17. Tickets 54) cents.
Mayheld, grader. They met here in Pierce Oil company, tiled appeals
office. Reward.
diocese had died during the year
Orr and Sanders
-Patrolmen
the course of their rounds over the both to the United States supreme
FOR RES/IT - Four room cottage. Three bishops of the church had died
caught two hoboes stealing a tide
district, They find conditions satis- court and the United States court of
wince the last meeting of the counLouisville
on train No. 10-a from
factory.
appeals from the refusal of Judge Also three unfurnished rooms, both
near
Broadway.
Both were on the roof of a coach
Apply
333
North
Adams of the United States circuit
and climbing down when the watchWRECKING TRAIN WRECK
court to grant his application for a Tbird.
BCROKI INTERFATED.
ful patrolmen saw them.
KILLS TWO WRECKERS writ of habeas corpus to prevent his
STRAYW----One rota mare Pony
New York, May Va.-General Barextradition to Texas for trial on a and one black horse pony from Ninth
Werlburg, Ky., May 16.--- Joettph charge of false
and Washington streets. Return to on Kuroki. the famous Japanese war
(longer Is Much Better.
swearing
Peacock
John
CovingBarnes.
anti
of
901 Washington ana receive reward. hero. and members of his staff. are
16. - The
Pasesdena, Cal., May
guests of,the United atates army at
ton,
members
the
of
Chesapeake
&
former
Conger,
rendition of E. H.
-T.Oliaf-alloid locket wiff;
Wept PoInt today, The. American
Ohio
killed
crew,
were
wreekina
near
minister to Obina, reported critical
graph of C. F. Schrader and wife,
military academy is the one
here at rrocm today by -the wrecking
last night, es much Fm proved today.
between Thirteenth and Monroe and
train lensing tha track.
Lion in which Kurokl is most interHopes are entertained for his ultiN., C. & St. L. K It. depot. Finder
eeted.
nrate recovery.
return to C% F. Schrader and receive
New Plot To Milkier Czar.
reward,
Bt.. Petersburg, May 16. --A terMiss Jewsie nen, of Paduelth.
' Roosevelt* On to Pine Knot.
, and
WANTED-Shoes to
ror** conepiracy directed against the
half
10.--Presidont
Mies Jamie Dallairce, of Franklin, are
Washington, May
Men's
sewed half sole 75 cents; half
life of Emperor NIcholan was reveal8
the guests of Mitoses Mary Ballance,ef
and Mrs. Roosevelt will go to Pine
tonic
Floemry FieId.i "W'y lid air leave y•r wife.
ed by the arrest at Titarekee Selo of
sole and heel, $1. Women's sewed
Herd Money.
Knot, Va.. the country seat of Mrs
Weary William: "Oh, ehs we: flighty an' changeable. lieeter hide her e soldier of the guard regtitnent who
half sole, 6(5 cents; half sole and heel
Cis,
Miami Lillie May Wineteed end
Roosevelt, tomorrow to remain sev- pocketbook In • different plea* 'most every time. Never deemed
ter oere how today oonfteeleti to the acceptance of
75 cents
Rest oak "Mee used, Welt
Corinne Winetead arrived home tills
ers' days. The president's porpoee meek trouble en* med. me."
in
nottiod
l'ir'ho
to
Motse
e
the
a
work. Delivered. Rudy. Phillips &'aftertaste
from Atlanta G,' , whnre
'Furth sad Broadway.
Is to take a rest.
r of his n•ijesty.
Co,
they have bahla visliing.
. asa

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

Fisherman's Luck
Sale

Ars. Yerriman

t

.1t,as returned from di. louis, and will be
found In 'Charge of 9ress Waiting Separtment
J4ondaq, reads( to assist all old customers and
ang new ones who will so honor her.

illips

Hart will sell on
Thursday,16th

Vo.

1 Jointed Rod
1 Hook
1 Line
1 Cork
1 Sinker

LOCAL NEWS

.25

.25

.50

For 23 Cents
Phone orders not accepted
for this special sale.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

ehltdretsf;,

re

!

WONDER.

You'll be buying a tonic
soon-probably need one
now. Brace up your system with VITAL VIM.
Take our word for it.
There's no better
sold. Fifty
bottle at
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE

rtatatie

r.toz

-•

inn PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

VT US SA1E YOU MONEY ,oN

IAN OPEN, lit$N HST CONFESSION
IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL.
YOUR SHOE HI:

TtirnansY,

TARIFF MINIMUM

GREATEST
OF ALL TIMMS 1
1

If you can spare just a few
moments to call on the health teachers
at Alvey & List's drug store, and SECURED FOR OUR PRODUCTS
while there listen to some of the
ENTERING GERMANY.
words of, praise from local people in
behalf of Root Juice, you will be surprised to hear to what extent people Reichs
tag Agreeb To Mochas ‘'ivendl
have been benefited In a short time
t
Between United States and
Everyone .should take a tonic ill the,Spring; their syste
by the wonderful remedy. Evidentms require it. The blood has
Fatherland.
becom
e
thick
and
slugg
ish
with
the
accumulations left in the system from breathing the
ly you are convinced by this time
impure air of closed rooms and overheated
that Root Juice is really wonderful.
buildings; the heavy, ricl.foods of the Winter
season, etc., and -hen this .vital fluid is arous-ed and stirre
Everybody is talking about the great
d to quicker action by the return
Berlin, May
16.--The reiehstag ef warmer weather, these waste matters and
cures reported. People are crowding
poiso
ns
are
distri
buted through the circulation,
into Alvey .4( List's drug store to see withoue any further discussion, past- to act depressingly and injuriously on
the
syste
m.
The
blood
being in this unnatural and
the instructors and also hear the ed the third readiug of the commer- impure condition is unable to furni
sh the body with the proper amount of nourishment and
cial modes vivendi between
many magnificent reports. It would
ttbe strength, and the system
suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness,indigestion, loss of
now be impossible to 'publish all of United States and Germany. The bill
will now go to the emperor for his appetite, and many other unpleasant symptoms of a disord
ered, blood circulation.
the cases which come to light daily.
The depleted system must have assistance; it needs a tonic
signature.
Many people of Paducah and vicinity
and it is important that the
proper one be selected. When the health is in this disord
are weak and nervous with r poor
ered condition it is not safe to
New York, May 1.6.-1Inder the take unknown concoc
tions,sarsaparill as,etc.,
appetite and general run down feelterms of the agreement with
Your S. S. S., in my opiaio3, is as good a medicine as
Ger- because they usually contAi
ing. one bottle of Root Juice would
n potash or can
be had; it
ceinnot be improved upon as a
many the United States reduces dumake them feel like new beings The
other strong mineral ingredients which act remedy to purifysimply
and enrich the blood and to invigorate
ties on argot, or crude-tartar, brandy,
and tone np the system. This spring my blood was bad
great remedy is very healing and
unfavorably and often dangerously on tha end
Chainpagnes, still
wine% and verI was run down in health. anti having seed yonr
toning to the entire system.
It mouth, paintings in oil
run-d
own,
medicin
weakened system, at a time when
e highly advertised I commenced its use To-day
and water
creates an appetite causes the diges- colors,
my
blood
is in fine condition and my general health is of
pastels and ink drawings and it needs gentle and natural stimulation to
the
best.
Am lining position 213 fireman for a large contive duels to flow, removes soreness statuar
y, and agrees to certain mod- thraw off the impurities
cern
here,and if I was not in good physical condition it
and recuperate its
from the kidneys and stimulates the ifications
would be impossible for rue to fill th3 place. Your S.S. S.
of ,the customs and regueneig
y.
A
great
deal
is
being said has been of great sereice me aid I do not hesitate to
liver into action. This will be the lations. In return
Germany consents
these days about living close to nature, and given the credit it deserveto
s.
WM. F. VAN DYNE,
last week to see the instructors and to adopt the schedul
es to be levied
815 Fifth :3t., Beaver Falls, Penn. it
is
more
applic
get some of the great remedy at Al- upon importations of Americ
able
to
medic
iaeS,
perha
ps,
an provey & List's. The Juice is sold for ducts. into Germany provide
d in the than anything else. Nature has provided a remedy for all the ills of mankind,and medicines
$1 a bottle, three for $2.5/0.
German "mluimtini tariff."
made from nature's vegetation act better in every way than do the strong mineral mixtures
A well known citizen says I have
which are the products of the chemist's or apothecary's shop.
been using RAO Juice eight days for
ermbri$,•impirirofer.s,•-afroloefoer$
The greatest of all toniessis S. S. S. It is made entirely of the roots,,herbs *and barks
load liver, stomach and kidney troucyf
the
forests and fields, selected for their purifying and health restoring qualities; and as •
tie, and I fel like a new man.

•

_
IN HIGH GUI OF
LOW CUi
A most elegant and
dressy shoes, with wear
guaranteed.
Equal to any $2 50 shoe
sold
elsewhere in Paducah.
Try a pair frcm

,THE MODEL
S•tec
.Streset.

Our Line of Ladies'
Low Shoes
In leather, canvas or silk
IsOomplete and low priced
when quality ificonsideied.

White Canvas Shoes
Ladies' '21 3..to ri....
Misses' 12X to 2
Children's 9 to 12

90e
.79c

65e

L.olies' Patent Side Lace

Pumps at
*2.00
Same as sold elsewhere at $2 50.
Men's Low Cut Shoes of all descrip
tion, in leather or canvas.
Prices.
........
75c to 14 00
Agents;for t hap Sir Knight $4
Shoo.

THE MODEL
112 SOUTH SECOND ST.
PADUCAH'S CHEAP CASH STO
RE

SECOND C'OMING OF CHRIST.

FLOURISH OF BIG STICK.

Subject
in Able Manner by Department Will
Keep Warships in
the Rev. L. L. Pickett.
Central American Waters.

MAY 16.

RIVER NEWS

it does not contain the slightest trace of mineral in any form it is especi
ally adapted for a
systemic remedy, one that is absolutely safe for young or old. S.
S.
S.
acts directly on
okeeiseineereeereeeelebil. the blood, ridding it of any and all impuri
ties and poisons, and restoring the lost properties
of rich, nutritive strength so that it is enabled to supply to the system the heatli
Costly sad Unusual %evident Occurs
River Stages.
ful, invigoratin
g enetrgy needed to pass this trying season of the year. Its action is the most prouri
in Death Valley.
Cairo
37.7 0.2 rise
pt,
Chattanooga
8.1 0.1 fall
pleasant and satisfactory of ali tonics
Los Angeles, May 16.-A story has Cincinnati
24.8 0.7 fall
and blood purifiers, and those who are
$1,000 FOR PROOF begin
reached here of the accidental burn- Evansville
26.6 0.2 fall
ning to feel the need of a mediing of a stage (Mach in Death Valley, Florence
9.5 1.2 fall
cine
to
fortify the system against the
near Ash Meadows, Sunday, in which Johnsonville
THAT S.
22.1 1.1 fall
IS NOT unpleasant
conditions that come with
$15,040 in bank bills and e13,400 In Louisville
9.2 fl.2 fall
Sprin
will
g,
do
well to commence its use
registered mail were consumed. The 'Mt. Oarmel
•
5.8 0.5 fall
PU
RE
LY
VE
GE
TA
BL
E
stage is supposed to have caught Nashville
at
once.
It
will
not only tone up the
21.5 0.0 fall
tire from a cigar which the driver, Pittsburg
system, but will remove any taint or
4.2 0.4 fall
minor that may be in the blood and thus prevent an citabreak of Eczem
Ed Love, was smoking. Love reach- St. Louis
18.8 2.1 rise
a,Tetter, Salt Rheum
ed Greenwater Sunday night and re- Mi. Vernon
25.5 0.0 st'd or other rash or eruption of the skin. S. S. S. restores lost energy, relieves that all worn oat,
lated the story. The money was con- Paducah
30.9 0.5 rise tired feeling, quiets the nerves helps the appetite and imparts a relish
for food,
signed to the Greenwater bank.
way adds tone and vigor to the entire system, and prepares it for th: depre and in every
ssing Summer
Water is sail ,running from the months that are to follow
.
There is only one piece in the lazy swollen creeks into the
rivers and
In selecting your tonic for this year do not be led into believing that others are "just
man's trousers that ever wears out. the result is to keep
as
the river up good,"-- but get S. S. S., THE
GREATEST OF ALL TONICS, arid one that for more than
here. The rise since yesterday was
fkrty years has been recognized as such. It is Nature's tonic, absolutely pure
GROWING IN POPULARITY.
.5 and the stage this morning was
and safe, and
309. May 16 last year the stage iriable in every way. S. S. S. is for sale at all first-class drug stores.
•
The More People Know Newbro's tier was 14.
Business at the river is - acTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
pieide the Better They Like It.
tive. Nearly 7 inches of rain have
=8,000 IN BURNING STAGE.

S. S.

-1...
A large crowd was present last
Washington, May I6.-That the
The more it becomes known the fallen in the first half of the month.
evening at the Third street Metho- Amerkiren
day before returning to that stream.
warships now
in Central better it is liked.
Occasional duckings from falling
One bottle sells
citst church to hear Evangelist L. L. Atuevican waters
Buie: ess was fair with the Dick
will be retained, two, and
into
the
river
those
are
sell
four. Newbro's
everyday occurPickett's sermon on "The Second there for some time
Fowler this morning in the Cairo
to come, was in- Herpici
de is what we are talkin ences.
Yesterday afternoon Henry
Coming of Christ:, He handled the dicated at the state
trade.
department to- about.
It cleans the scalp of all Kopf, one of the river managers of
subject in a most impressive man- day. The Marietee is
at Puerto CorPractically all of the gasoline
dandruff, and, destroying Mot cause, the West Kentucky Coal company,
ner and stressed the need to be pre- tez, the Paducah at Point
Barrios end a
boats in the local harbor have their
and
a
little
fireman
germ
on the Fannie Wallace,
or parasite, prevents
pared for the coming of Christ to the Yorktown is taking Ministe
r Merdocks at the dry docks. Here Capthe return of dandruff. As a hair- fell into the river between
earth again at any day or hour. The ry from Costa Rica to Acajutla.
two
tain
Taylor has
made
individual
barges
dressin
g
but
it is delightful, It ought to
escaped with no damage
text was "Behold I Cometh as a
The turmoil resulting from the rewharves for the boats aqd they have
be found on every toilet table.
Other
than
soaked
clothee
Thief in the Night," Revelations XV: cent revo:ution is
.
It
such that ttre morstops falling hair, and prevents baldStanley Futrell, one time third the advantage of the dry docks'
De
At the close of the sermon al restraint of the presenc
e of Amer- ness.
clerk
on the Dick Fowler and Chatta- watchman at night. The engine fot
It
should
be
used
there were many requests for prayer ran wasenips is regarde
occasionally
d as a decidTaylor's and
as
nooga.
a
preventive to protect the scalp
has quit the river business the Henry, Captain
and ee people were at the altar. A edly proper exercise of precaut
ion.
Mr. Henry Petter's boat, is expected
from
and
Is
a
In
new
the
invasio
picture
n of the dandnumber of penitents remained for
enlarging bustnext week. _
ruff rnierobe. Sold by leading drugthe after service. Evangelist Pickett
Sybil--This is your first engage- gists. Send
Official Forecasts.
Joe
Ballard
lett
,
purser on the Chatin stamps for sam'sill preach on "The Second Coming
ment, isn't it, dear?
The Ohio at Evansville and
Mt.
ple to The Herpicide Co., 'Detroit, tanooga, is visiting in Louisville.
of Christ" again tonight at 7:45
Business Phones
Claire--Yes; and I'm going to take Mich.
$2.50 per month
Harry Robertson has left the third Vernon, not much change during the
W. B. McPherson, Special
o'clock.
good care that it's the :ast-Scraps. Agent,
Reside
nce
Phone
next
24
hours.
At
per month
Paducah and
clerk's job on the John S. Hopkins
to take the same position on the Cairo, will rise during ,the next sevJoe Fowler, and Captain Bewley will eral days.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
have his son on the John S. Hopkin
s
the mouth, will rise during the neXt
as third clerk.
Third clerks are common, but the 2 days. A stage of 26 feet or mo-e
Here
ny I
Clyde on leaving last night for the will be -reached at Johnsonvilly on
this
rise.
Tennessee river had Imn
Long Estill-Abel-se:sc. I
Rogers
The Mississippi, from below St.
aboard as fourth clerk. The boats
Louis to Coira, and the Wabash at
We give you the highest
would do better in getting clerks
if
they could get the authors of Dia- Mt. Carmel, will rise during the next
class Dental work at the lowmond Dirk or Nick Carter to write 36 hours.
eat possible price,
thrilling stories of steamboat life, BO
Plates
.
$5.00
Most women have a head for figthat the youth of the country would
Gold
Crown
s.--$4.00
titres when It comes to looking out
be enthused over the river busines
s.
Bridge work.. _$4.00
Certain it Is that not even life on the for Na. 1
Gold fillings ---$ 1.00
plains in the wild and woolly west is
iii•timmewsssisemmememili
Silver fillings.
more picturesque than
E have clients waiting to be supplied with
- .75
steamboat
high class resilife. Why river life hasn't been indence property and building sites correspondin
Where
Pain Is Unknovre
I
cluded In the weekly "literature"
g to their
11
requirements as to size, location and price.
published for boys, Is a mystery.
They are willing to
We take out your old teeth and insert new ones the
The Mary Michael will leave today,
pay what the property is worth if pleased
same day.
with what you offer.
All work guaranteed 10 years.
Captain , A. Voight in command, for
Our clients are largely of the people' who
buy the better class of
the Forked Deer river after logs for
E.xamination Free.
The following reduced rates
real estate and we are never without a list
the teenier-Ferguson mills.
of ready buyers. As a
are announced:
The Margaret of the Ayer-Lord
common sense proposition your high class
Los Angeles, Cal.-Mystic
real estate should be in
fleet arrived this moruing from the
Shrine and German Baptist
the hands of the agent who makes a
specialty of handling just
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd efl B'Way.
Tennessee river with a large tow of
Brethren, April 25th to May
Office flour,. 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Phone 330 Sunday
this kind of property. A large and rapidly
ties,
, 9 a. m. to 4 re m.
18th.
growing elientage
Round trip, $60.50,
The Russell Lord did not arrive
demands that we add constantly to our list
limit
July
31st,
of high grade real
until early this morning from
Jamestown, Va. --- ExposiSt.
estate. We need to have your property listed
atige,
at our office to meet
Louis.
tion, April 19th to November
the demands of waiting clients. Don't delay
344h-15 days; 1123.75. Coach
The Harvester will pass up Saturtill tomorrow. Don't
W. F. Paxton.
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
excursions on special dates;
day from the Mississippi river for
lose the sale. Act quick. TelepLone Hollin
PreiddenIL
Cashier.
s-No. 127.
Aswistant Citable,
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
Pittsburg. A tug brought In yester10
days.
day by the showboat New Era will be
Richmond. Va., round trip
towed to Pittsburg by the Harvest
er.
$16.80. Speelal train
will
The Mary Stewart, towing
the
leave Paducah about noon
showboat New Era, arrived yesterlac......tot!
May 28, carrying through
day from the Mississippi river and
sleepers to Richmond, account
will be here !several Weeks getting
a•PfUel
Confederate reunion.
be
$100,000
repairs.
Surplus
Louisville, Ky.--Aecount of
a
50,0(X)
A big Ayer-Lord tie barge is being
Stockholders liability ..•,
Spring Meeting--JOckey Club
100,900
repaired at the dry docks today.
----$6.95 round trip, May 6. reThe Peters Lee on time from MemTotal security to depositors
turning klak sir ; $A.115 round
$2150,000
phis arrived this afternoon and left
Accounts of lindtskle els and Arms solicited.
trip, May 4, good returning
We appreciate
for Cincinnati before dark.
June 9, May 6-11-18-22-26mall as well as large depositors and accord to
all the num
The City of Savannah did not arcoarleetto treat meat.
29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
Real Estate, Insurance, Rentals
rive from the Tenneessee river until
days.
Trueheart Building
today and left late for St. Louis.
Both Phones 127
For information, apply to
intereat Paid on Time Depqsitta
The &shill° wfll arrive lrridive
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
from St Louis en the way to the Ten
Broadway or Union Depot.
ampere river.
OPXN FIATIIRDAT NIGHTM num 7 TO
J. T. DONOVAN,
0411Axgr.
The Kentnekkwill arrive this afArt Chy Ticket Cffice
R. M. PRATHER,
ternoon or t011igliXfroM 'the UnlooThird and Broadway
Agent Union Depot
ses river and Wait
Or
•
4
4111111111
.
.
1111 11.1111111$11
1111111111111,111

Two Phones From Which to Choose
TAKE THE HOME,
YOU CAN'T LOOSE.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE C01, Inc,

FIRST CLASS

RELIABLE
I
DENTISTRY
I

RESIDENCE PROPERTY IN DEMAND
W

I

THE HILL DENTAL CO.

ialTIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

H. C. HOLLINS

•

•,,,;;;
e

se]le

•-•
,

THURSDAY, MAY la.

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
of WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bilaider
producing the pains.

4

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES

, THE PADT7CAH EVENINcl ST7N.

A MAKER
OF HISTORY

PAGE SEVEN.

LAYMEN'S PLANS
FOR MISSION WORK

Ballard & Fernallez
PRINCESS LOUISE
Clear Harm Cigars
10c, 3 for 25c, 2 for 25c
Securing exclusive sgency for
Ballard & Fernandez famous
PRINCESS LOUISE Clear Havana is a matter of considerable
pride with us, for we are always
on the alert for new things
which will strengthen our position as leaders in the fine cigar
trade of Paducah. These cigars
come in 100, 3 for 25c, and 2 for
25c sizes, and we don't hesitate

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
of -The Master Mummer.''A Prince of Slzumers.- 'Mysterious Mr.
kabln." "Anna the Adventureaa." Etc.

Copyright. 1005, 19011, bs, LiTTLX, BROWN.

end COMPANY.

contract given,

backed ey

Secured
•r

Money Back

1300.000 00 capital and 18 years' success

DRAU
GHON'S:inCITNI tig COLLEGES
28 alitges ILI 16 states. Indorsed by business men
Ni,
vacation

Proposi1 ion to
Author

POSITIONS

lion

Bookkeeping. Short-- completing course. Poe "Catalogue H."
am
S and. Penman ship.' Home Study or "Catalogue F" on atteadlng
Law. Letter Writing English. Drawing, Ilium-i College. phone fold) Ink or call
on or address
crating, etc. Money back if not sati.hed alter Manager Draughoo'•?tactical
BusinessCollege:

Raise One Mil- LEARN BY MAIL

Dollars

PADUCAH,310; Broadway; or Evansville, St. Louis, or Memphis.
Organize Missionary Movement mid
Elect Officers to Take Up
Project.

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

(Continued frost Yesterday.)
by those who had followed him here
"Exactly, mademoiselle. The affair and way possibly lie aware
that he
THE PRESBYTERIAN ASSMERL1'.
Two dosese give relief, and
has been arranged so that the search has It. If we can get possession
of it
to recommend them to the most
one box wil cure any ordinary
for your brother be abandoned and the It will be very mach to the advantage
case of Kidney or Bladder
discriminating smoker in the
espiouage on you removed. If the of your country and mine. I eearcely
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
world. Their rare richness of
story of his doings in Paris and the dare say more. Will
give
you
we
e
Diabetes, Seminal
Birmingham, Ala., May 16.—The
Emissions,
tragic sequel to them be believed by letter to Sir George instructing
amnia and full distinctive flavor
him to
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumaforty-seventh annual general assens
thews whom we wish to believe it. then deliver it up to me?"
have won them friends in every
tism and all. irregu:arities of the
ley of the Southern Presbyterian
they will also assume that his secret
House wiring, electric plants installed.
city of the country. Our apeKidneys and Bladder in both
She Weird a little forward and lookhas died with him and that their ed steadily lute his eyes.
"church
at the First Presbyterian
men and women. Sold at 50
daily constructed humidors
Complete machine shop.
schemes meve on toward success. You
cents a box on the No Cure No
"M. le Vicomte," she said. "I do not
keep them in the pink of condi- church was called to order by Dr. Alunderstand?"
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
know you very well, and it is very
len
122-124
G.
N.
Hall,
Pourth
of
St.
Nashville,
retiring
tion-always
Phonem 757
.
"Yes, M. is Vicomte, I understand," hard Ludeed for me
store, Fourth and Broadway,
to tell who are my
moderator. Interest yesterday cenAnother big shipment of
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
she answered slowly. "What, then, do friends here. ('an I trust
you?'
tered In the laymen's missionary
by mail, upon receipt of price to
you wish me to do?"
Havana,. ESIcissasorri
"Mademoiselle," he answered, "I will
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
"Mademoiselle," the vicomte answer- not ray 'like your
conference.
Dr. S. H. Chester, 01
Cigars.
5.1
brother,'
for it is a
Ky.
ed, fixing his dark eyes impressively relationship I have no wish to bear
+4111001701111111111111effi
Nashville, secretary of the executive
ee•
upon her. "for you there remains the Let me say like
The Senior
the person to whom
committee, was the first speaker at
hardest of all taeks—luaction. Believe your welfare
5c Cigar.
is dearer even than his
the laymen's conference today, He
we that when I came here it was not own."
outlined the work being done by the
my intention to put time truth of the
Phyllis felt her lips curve into a
matter so plainiy before you. Neither
church in foreign fields. W. H. Raysmile. Despite his youth and manner.
was it the will of those whose orders I
mond, of Nashville, chairman of the
which seemed to her a little affected,
carry out. But I, mademoiselle, before,
finance committee of the executive
there was nevertheless undoubted ear'• all things I believe in inspiration. I
committee, in an address on "Our
ROOSEVELT WILL MAKE INSPEC- find In mademoteelle"—he bowed once nestness in the admiration which he
Fourth and Broadway,
Note the telephone numbers given in advertisements in the PaImmediate Needs," said that at presmore—"qualities which alter the situ- took no pains to &niece].
TION TRIP NEXT FALL.
ducah
papers rind you will find the East Tennessee used almost
"Very
well.
M.
le
Vicomte."
she said.
ent the Southern church has a memation. I—a judge of faces, as I venexclusively
. Many consider the name of the -company superture to believe myself—have looked into "I will give you the letter."
bership of 2.52,582 contributing $76,yours, and many things have Unonuous, recognizing only the East Tennessee.
262
to
the
mission
cause.
The in(To Be Continued.)
St. Louis To Memphis Extent of Ills pened."
crease in membership since 1877 has
She laughed delightfully. Her eyes
Ride To Meet Lakes To
been 124 per cent, and in contribuwere lit with humor.
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Gulf Men.
tions to missions 400 per cent. MisWilliams' Indian Pile Ointment will
'"Ah, monsieur!" she protested.
Itching
"With you, mademoiselle." he con- cure Blind, Bleeding and
sionary work is being hampered betinued. "reposes now a secret of great Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays BONANZA R.AIS}IRS GIVE PID4631- cause of need of more funds,
said
Importatiee to your country and mine. Itching at once, acts as a poultice,
the speaker. He added that fifty
MIEVTIC REPORT.
Washington, May
16.—President I ask for no pledge of discretion, but I gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
thousand dollars was needed
Rooseveit will make a trip down the rely upon It And especially. mademoi- Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
last
itching, of the private parts. Sold
year, while $7•5.4s0.0 is needed now
Mississippi river from St. Louis to selle, may I warn you against your and
by druggists. mad 5.0c and $1.00.
Memphis on a Mississippi river steam- friends."
Williams' M'f'g CO., Props., Cleve- Will He 100,000,000 Bushels Below above contributions to the expected
"I
understand,"
she
answered.
"You
from regular sources. He urged that
boat. The start will be made from
land, 0.
Average Crop-4'01141(1one in
this sum be raised. Dr. W. H. ForSt. Louis on the morning of Turk's), wish me to share this confidence with
Northwest,
no one."
sythe, of Korea, spoke on the "Ur
October 1. At Memphis the president
-With no one:1' the vicomte repeated
will be present at a meeting of the impressively. "Not even,
gency of Korea." He said there was
mademoiselle,
board of governors of the Lakes-to- if I may venture to mention a name.
great need of more mission work
St. Paul, Minn., May 16 —Oliver and more money with which to
the-Gulf Deep Waterways aseocia- with your very persistent admirer, Sir
prosA guntm fes r
George Duncombe, whom I saw here a
Dalrymple, of this city, reputed to be ecute it in Kotea. At the
tion.
evangelisfew moments since."
HAS SLIGHT CHANCE OF RECEIV- the greatest of bonanza wheat rais- tic conference today the speakers
She sighed, and the vicomte's face
ers in North Dakota, as far as acre- were Dr. Joseph Rennie, of
ING APPROVAL.
The average valuation of the pa- beeline. one of pale anxiety.
Norfolk:
ad
goes, in an interview today says Dr. Walter L. Lingle, of Atlanta;
per money printed daily by Uncle
"I bare not been permitted to see
Dr.
that wheat seeding is getting along Melton Clarke, of Greensboro, N.
him," she answered. "'He was here a
Sam totals over $3,060,000.
Biggeat and Oldeat•
C'.,
few minutes ago,"
"mighty slow" in North Dakota.
and Dr. W. R. Dobyns, of Kansas
Catholic Prelates Oppose Measure
Office Phones 369.
Residence Phones 726
"It is wiser so, mademoiselle." the
"I should say an estimate of 40 City.
and Nationalists Are Not Likely
viecente said. "I wonder," he (nickel,
per cent decrease in North Dakota's
4.:arnpht.
:11
Buildin
As
the result of the laymen's misg, Paducah,Ky.
to Accept It.
"whether mademoiselle will pardon the
Wheat area this year is a little high" sionary conference here a Southern
Inipeitimeoee of a purely personal quessaid he, "but it will be decidedly Presbyterian
laymen's
tior':"
missionary
short. Farmers intended even before movement, has been launched to
"I
will
try,"
she
answered
demurely.
carPlying between Memphis, EvansDublin, May 16.— The active hos- the late spring to put in larger areas ry on the missionary
•#This Englishman, Sir George DunIntending HOlne Purchaser -- You mm un•t
work of the
OLIN,
Indignant
Owner—
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
rombe—ere you petheps—how you say, tility of the Roman Catholic church of flax and barley and now there will Sodthern Presbyteria
say
he is quiet and wilt pass any- What's that?"
n
church, apart
Louis and Vicksburg.
Leaves
Bystander—
"The
betrothed to him?"
against Mr. Birrell's Irish bill ren- be still larger turning into diversified from the present
interdemoniation thing?"
Owner—"Yes." Bystand- veterinary surgeon."—London
kemphis every Tuesday for
TidA certain bluntness in the question ders espilcially difficult John E. Red- farming.
organization. At a meeting this after- e; "I ieckon I knows something he B:ts.
Evansville. Louisville and Cinand the real or affected anxiety of the
mond's task of securing its approval
"The southern part or North Da- noon the proposition of raising one
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
young man's tone brought the color
by the forthcoming nationalist con- kota has small acreage
streaming Into her cheeks.
Wednesday for St. Louis, Memand the north million dollars for the mission
"Monsieur." she exclaimed, "you real- vention. Cardinal Logue, primate of ern two tiers of counties have done cause was discussed. The following
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Paduall Ireland has joined
ly must not"—
Archbishop very little seeding. The present
cah going up every Thursday.
snow officers have been chosen for the new
"All, but, mademoiselle," he inter- Walsh and the bishops of Limerick
Pass Paducah going down every
on the ground there has put a quiet- movement:
rupted, "so much depends upon . your and Kildare in denotsocing the measSaturday.
Charles A. Rowland, Athena, Ga.;
us on work now and I certainly think
answer."
ure, and the lead given by these pre- this week the
S
J. Cassets, Montgomery, Ala., %lee
limit
for
seeding
with
"Absurd!" she murmured. "I really
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
lates is particularly fateful, as prac- any chance of a crop.
chairman; Dr. M. Moil. Hull, Atlanta,
do not see why I should *newer such
tically' every parish priest-in Ireland
(Mee Richmond House
a question at all."
"It looks as -it the United States seeretarye _John W. Fraxon: ChattaTelephone MB,
boa cleTagate to tVe convention.
"Von will be merciful," he begged,
will be 100,0.00,000 bushels short an nooga, treasurer.
The nationalist revolt is being
aresimsreeir
411111101111110 lowering his tone.
the aggregate crop, and Europe about
"I will," she answered. "I hope you stimulated assiduously by Timothy
.the game. If that Is true, present
will arpreciate my confidence. I am M. Healy, William
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
O'Brien and other
IkN AND WOWIEft not engaged to Sit George Duneembe."
prices do not look too high.' I would
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
politicians. Mr. Healy in an open
use nigo fur noontime
His sigh* of relief was marvelous.
not be surprised if those who predict For the complete cure of Coughs. Colo.,
dicorh•reminnsiumectorn
team
etathm•. and Brorchit,, sal all Ltins ectnletter
ummeised
declares
Irritations Or UiCerglioe She found
that
the
"introdtiai
dt
it harder than ever to keep
wheat well above a dollar should be ?dein,a tending to C naumption, Li••rw•rl.
tr, eutererr.
of mucous membrane*
Preemie esemetre. painless, and not mann the laughter from her
of the bill was the worst day's work
Till' and Wild Cherry have for area maineyes.
right."
EMIMelkiMISIM. gent or poisonous
tained an eatablisbed reputation an• trindard
"Mademoiselle." lig declared, "It done for Ireland in my time, and to
0111011111Mte
rough Remedy It contains no opium o- h•rmMaid by DrIalltrimill.
IL S. a,
ful drag can he eyes with safety to children.
or mat la plats wrappory makes me happy to have you say proceed with it would be
a crime
by 'amass, yiviaaill. 14
Price 81 00. Sold by Alrey Mr List.
( this."
Mak or ale ttou
Williams MT( Co., Props., Cleveland,0.
ageing the Irish nation."
"Really, vIcomte!" she protested.
Cardinal Logue goes so far as to
"The situation, too." he said, "be"You and your wife have a joint
say:
aVANSVILLE,
/PADUCAH
AND comes less complex. We can very pasbank account, haven't you?"
believe that any politician who
ty deal wtth him now. He shall annoy
"Yes."
you 110 mover
Will try to secure the bill's acceptCAIRO LINZ.
FORTY COUNT-TES TO VOTE
tT"How does it work?"
"But lie tioetsn't annoy tue." she an ance by the forthcoming convention
(Iacorpersted)
URDAY FOR DELEGATES.
swered saintly. "Ois the contrary. I will incur the grave suspicion of en"Like clockwork. I put the monshould like to gee him very much if I deavering to
ey in and she takes it out."—Cevedeceive his countrymen
livaatsrllle sad Paducah Packers
were permitted."
land Leader.
in the interest of the ministry."
"Mademoiselle will understand well
Railroad ('ttttt mismioner Candidates
the ludiscretion," he said earnestly.
A college of foreign
languages
Have Headquarters at HenderElbe MOM a little wearily.
has been opened in Canton, ('hina,
son in Readiness.
"I am afraid,". she said. "that I find
For the
sail to distant parts of the world
it a little hard to understand anything
clearly, but you see that I trust you.
(Daby Except Sunday.)
the port from which moot emigrants
,Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8 I will not see him."
Henderson, Ky., May 16.--:- The.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evan, "Mademoiselle is very wise." he anrace for railroad comniissioner In thl
wered. "Indeed, it Is better not.
Denatured
vine and way landings at 11 a. in.
forty counties comprising the First
Special excursion rate now in of There remains now a question which I
Alcohol'
have come to ask."
railroad district is becoming more etcfact from Paducah to Evansville and
"Well?"
citing every day, and as Henderson
return. 14.1,0. Elegant music on the "Mademoiselle
did not by chance
Is to be the scene of the final strug
Post. Tabl- unsurpassed.
We take pleasure In announcwhile waiting for her brother think of
gle this city has been made the cening that we now have Denatured
examining his luggage?"
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
ter ring of the entire circus.
She nodded.
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
"I did look through it," she admitted.
All five candidates, MAO. Fergube used for burning purposes
Leaves Priocah for Cairo and way "There was a. paper there, whieh is
only, as nearly every one now
tame of Ballard county': the incumlandings at 8 a. in, sharps, daily, ex- mining now—a sheet of paper with
knows, but for use in the arts
bent; Laurence B. Finn, of Simpson
writing on it—in German. It is not
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
and mechanics it Is the most
county; W. Herman ' Southall, of
possible (hat mademoiselle took peg
is not measured by its
DOW in effect from Paducah to Cairo merlon of it?' he demanded
economical and satisfactory fue
county; Bunk Gardner, of
eagerly.
)iChristian
known.
and return, with or without meals
She nodded.
length, nor the price you
Graves
county,
and
George W. Lan1 o
and room. Good music and table nn, "That is just what 1 did do." she
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
drum, of Livingston county, have
pay, but by the contentsaid. "I could read a few words. and
surpassed .
also burns without any of its 'fought over the
most accessible
that steals over the
ment
For further information apply te I could not understand bow It eame to
offensive odor, Next time try :suites of rooms at the Hotel Henderbe In his bag. It seemed to he part of
S. A.. Fowler General Par. Agent, 01
it
la
your
cbaticg
dish
or
alcosmokes'
as he puffs away.
,nn and established headquarters unan oaieial agreement between two
Given Fowler, City Pan. Agent, at
hol heater: it will be a revela(vestries."
di after the convention,
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co'. oar
tion to you. Be sure to phone
"You have it now?" he cried eagerly.
Forty county conventions will be
web oboe.- We. III
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
"You have It in your ponsetesionr
you buy at our counter.
1, held in the counties west of Meade.
t
Paducah druggist handles it.
She shook her heed.
illardin, Larne, Hart, Metcalf and
We sell rehahle brands only.
"I gave It to some one to take care
Both Phones 756.
I tionroe at 2 o'clock next Saturday
of," she said, "when I was eget in
We keep our cigars at just
afternoon, and '355 delegates will be
180 pt. and bottle: 5C rebate
AND CURE THE LUNGS]England. I got frightened when we
the right temperature, keepwere nearly might at Itunton. and I
Iselected to attend a con4ntion in
for bottle.
did not want it to he foend upon me."
I Henderson Tuesday, May 21, to select
ing them always in perfect
26c
1
pt.
ad
bottle; 100 rebate
"To whom?" he cried.
the Democratic nominee for railroad
WITH
smoking condition. We
for bottle.
"To Sir George Duncomber
; commisioner from the First district
The vicomte was silent for a moment.
35c 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
suit
your cigar taste exactly
rhe number of votes necessary for
"You betieve," he asked, "that Sir
for bottJe.
George
Duneombe
and
choice
believed
is
is
It
lea.
for
would
sell everything in
we
guard
care
It
ON8UMPTION
Pries
fully?"
that no candidate will get this many
OUGHS sad
110e & $ 00
cigars the smoker can think
"I am sore he world." site answered.
IDS
re• Tr 0.
leetrueted votes.
"Medemoteelle," be said, -this is 'very
of
or need.
leurest ,.ad Quickest Cure for all
Premed Service on Telephone Orders.
THROAT and LUNG TROUlt. Important. Tont brother's luggage has
WIlliam Tuke, a Quaker,
1796
In
41sheorporout..d. •
been searched, and we rime to there)
LES, or MONEY BAWL
Seventh and liroadwar,
opened the first national asiyInin for
Mellon that the
paper
been takes
..
— had.
arl•KRIaSON'S ORLI] STORE.
-ioN"''.'"'","'"w""wwwse•-e,e' the insane in York, England.

WILL CURE II

ON MISSISSIPPI

The Want Ads. in the Paducah Papers
Indicate the Telephone Situation

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

WHEAT SHORTAGE

EAST TENNES§ItiptPHONE CO.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

IRISH BILL

•

LEE LINE STEAMERS

LIVELY. RACE

Hot Weather Comfort

CHAFING DISH

Good
Cigar

I

In the office or store you
can avoid half the discomfort of summer by providing an Electric Fan. Don't
`puit it off. Order it today.

KILL''COUCH

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR

ira

The Paducah Light & Power Go,

S.11. WINSTEAD

'ea

•

VISO

gib
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HARGIS CASE

-E
111

ADUCATI EVENING SUN.

CONFIDENCE BETRAYED.
Judges. of

Court of Appeals Are
Feeling Sore,

Jaunty Styles of '07

PRODUCES NEW SENSATIONS IN
WAY OF TESTIMONY.

Frankfort, Ky., May 1... When a ,
case on appeal is submitted to the
court of appeals, say effort from thel
outside Lo au:certain how the judges;
How He Whistled When He Heard stand is severely frowned upon by
Nees of Cos's Murder—Other
the court. The rumor cireulated In
Couisville yesterday to the effect
Details Brought Out.
that the Louisville election cases had
been decided in favor of the fusionists, the court holding that no elec
Lexitigron, Ky., May 16.-- The
don was held, was also general ili
cominseiwealth (succeeded in picking
Frankfort. The appellate judges
Op several dropped stitches in the
conspiracy fabric, in the trial of are inclined to be raw over the afJim Hargis for complicity in the kill- fair and It Is said that they believe
lag of James Cockrill. The strongest some one in their confidence has bepoint made by the prosecution, prob- trayed them, as the matter has not,
b1y, was the bitnging out of testi- they say, been spoken of by them
bony which can hardly be controvert- outside of the consultation room.
ed that John Smith was at a window
HOTEL ARRIVALS,
ha the second story of the court house
Palmer--E. M. Ragland. Indianapat the time Cockrill was killed. The
hope of the defense has been to prove olis; S. S. Woolwine, Nashville; M.
that Smith, She star wittnese for the I. Striouse, Baltimore; G. C. Shaw,
commonwealth, was not in the court Chicago: G. H. Foote, Mt. Vernon,
Douse at the time of the killing and lad.; J. D. Kilmer, Columbus, O.; A.
H. Egan, Louisville; W. E. Frazer.
knew nothing about it.
Levi Cope testified that he Saw Guthrie; F. M. Edwards, Beloit,
John Smith standing at a window hi Wis.; C. C. Reynolds, Elkton; Polk
the second story of the court house a Prince, Guthrie; A. P. Shirley, Pittsfew seconds after Cockrill was ehot. burg; H. P. Erskine, Louisville.
The poeition In which Cope swears he - Belvedere—Joseph Kuble, Denver.
eaw-spnalte corresponds with Smith's J. T. Myles, Mayfield: W. M. Elrod,
awn story of his location at that Nashville; John Smith, Owensboro,
N. L. Gilbert, Murray; Dr. J. E. Fox
time.
# Jackson Creeth stated that he met Levies: H. C. Richards, HopkinsHargis a few minutes after Cockrill ville; L. C. McCaskey, New Orleans.
New Richmond—M. H. Word, Gra*as shot. Witness asked Hargis, "Is
Jim Cockrill deed?" Hargis replied, hainville; W. S. Givens, Louisville;
"No, but he motel will be." Hargis Charles Reeder, McCotenceleville, O.;
then walked away singing, witness William Springer, Metropolis; G. M
Averitt, St. Louts; J. I. West, C,olumsaid.
M. J. Peters testified to having bia, Tenn.; H. J. Miller, Salligate.
seen Jim Hargie and Ed
Callahan Mo.; L. E. Colvin, Noble, Ark.; 0. F.
titanding at a window on the second Freeman, Genera:la, Ill.; John Mcfloor of the Hargis store building at Guire, Princeton; Ashley Grant, Hamthe time Cockrill was shot. Witness burg, Tenn.; W. P. Baynes, Metroposaid that booh Hargis and Callahan lis!.
St. Nicholas—A. L. Barnard, Chibed guns in their hands.
D. B. 'Attie gave a rather sensa- cago; J. T. Wall, Murray; Thomstional bit of testimony. He said that Lacroix, Metropolis; J. M. Arykoff,
Ottis McLaughlin.
when he was returning from the trial Sullivan, Ill.;
of Curt Jett, he saw Callahan and Mt. Vernon; Walter Gersbucher. MaJudge Hargis on she train. They had rion; Emmett Parker,- Marion; G. 0.
Kilns and had apparently been hunt- Price, Cairo; John Parsons, Smithg. Witness asked Hargie what luck land; J. A. Bidwell and wife, Indinhad. The reply he got was, "If you alio'''. Ind.
don't step .proeecuting my men and
swearing lies, I will shoot your head
Knicker —Yes, that is Cleopatra'
off." Witness said • that
when he needle.
-started to alight from the train, HarBocker—Great Scott! I wouldn't
gis kicked him off.
want to encounter her hatpin. —New
Tom Goss testified to Elbert Har- York Sun.
gis having taken Bill Britton off the
farm, when he was needed there very
Some married people have nothing
much, on the day that Cockr111 was in common'but the man's salary.
killed. CrOKS was employed on the
Maus, men Hever have time to think
Hargis -farm at that time.
of honesty until they's in jail.

Compare them With your tailor's
best, then compare the prices
are seeking the patronage of men who have
W E been
tailors' patrons under protest, men who

•••••
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PADUCAH TUESDAY,MAY 21
Two performances at 2 and

THURSDAY, MAY 16.

p. m., Rain or Shine.

Gentry 'Bros. Famous Shows
AMERICA'S

GREATEST TRAINED
ANIMAL
EXHIBITION.
500 Marvelous Animal Actors!
100 Wonderful Animal Acts Two Herds of Performing Elephants,
50 Monkey Comedians, 200 Educated Canines, NO Performing
Ponies, Trained Pigs, Cats, Sheep, etc.
the only baby camel in America, born at Waco,
ex., two weeks ago.

WACO

Added Featureein the Arena
5—THE 311STDWING JUOG LING NORN1ANS---5
The marvels of Pails and London and the World's Greatest Club
Swingers and Jugglers.
6—THE WORLD FAMED NASHIA IMPERIAL .1 %I' TROUPE-6
Tlie most wonderful exponents of acrobatic feats, contortioniette
equilibrists, etc., ever seen—The Mikado's Private Company.
I I--OTH ER A LI. STAR ACTS-1 I
GREATEST AND GRANDFeel STREET PARADE EVER SEEN.
here- A mile of glittering gorgeousness headed by two Magnificent Military Rands. starts from the show grounds
at 10 a. in.— Don't fail to see it !
Mammoth Menagerie open for inspection one hour before each
performance One ticket admits to all.

See

es.

eee

are not satisfied to pay their prices but do so because
they cannot obtain satisfaction in any other way.
This establishment is in the full tide of successful
effort, meeting the demands of men Who require the
best and who recognize and appreciate superiority. It
is self evident that we dare not assume that which can
not be proven and it is our pleasure to have you demonstrate by comparison our claim to the finest clothing
before the American public.
Our ready service clothes are made especially to
our order by the best tailoring skill in the clothing
world; each garment sewn and worked into shape by
the hands of trained specialists, after the designs of
eminent creators of fashion. Elegance and grace are
the distinctive characteristics of our clothing and no
man need hesitate to free himself from the expensive
tailor habit. None but pure wool is ever considered
for our garments and our prices need never prevent
anyone from indulging in this clothes superiority. $25
and upwards and $7.50, $10, $12.50, $15, $18 and $20.
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'07 StraWs======50c to $12.50
Straw Hat season is on at last--indeed, would have been
some days ago had it not been for the inclemency of the
weather. And the opening of the season finds us prepared
with a display of new and styple blocks hitherto unequalled
in Paducah.

The New Outings
Otir new Outing Suits, in two and three button, single
and double
breasted styles, will make an eloquent appeal tb your
good judgment in clothes buying. They are perfectly tailored
and cut in
styles which refined taste will instantly approve—full
peg top
trousers with cuff bottoms, medium long, semi-form
fitting coats
with full extension :;honlders and broad peak lapels
and firm front,
guaranteed not to break. The materials are standard
blue serges,
tropical worsteds and imported cheviots, stripes,
plaids and overplaids, in grays, shadow weaves and browns. The prices
range
from
$7.50 to $30.00

Ladies' Tailored Belts

YACHT SHAPES—In split, Bennett, Mackinaw and Manila
braids, Alpines, Telescopes, Golfs and the New Yale, a swell new
block which has captured the fancy of dressy men everywhere. Made
of soft straw with a dip front and either a flat or telescope crown.
They are a direct importation from Grace, the celebrated London
hatter, and bid fair to become the most popular style of years. The
prices range from $1.50 to $4.00.
In PANAMAS our display occupies its usual place in the front
rank. We show a wide variety in the pinch crown, Alpine, Telescope
and other standard shapes at prices all the way from $3.50 to $12.50.

Look at our window displays and see if these suits
are not
equal
of
the
your tailor's best—and be sure to note the price
s

The ladies will be interested in our exhibition of Tailored
Belts, comprising all the popular ideas in silk, pongee
and
waehable materials. The buckles are exceptionally handsome mother of pearl, sterling silver, gun metal and
gold
plated ones, and we feel certain that the equal' of
these
belts cannot be found anywhere in l'adneah for the
price--50e to $2.50.
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ANOTHER FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
This is Harbour's eighteenth Friday effort. These Friday bargain sales are
to
small lots, broken assortments, remainders and any goods that may have bee move out
n overlooked
in the push, hustle and turmoil incident to the big business this store does.
Eve
ment in the big store will contribute a liberal share of bargains for tomorrow' ry departs great sale.

Harbour's Department Store
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